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Abstract

Electromagnetic (EM) tracking assistance for ultrasound-guided high-dose-rate (HDR)
prostate brachytherapy has recently been introduced in order to enable prompt and
uncomplicated reconstruction of catheter paths with respect to the prostate gland.
However, EM tracking within a clinical setting is notorious for fluctuating measurement performance. In fact, measurements are prone to errors due to field distortions
caused by magnetic and conductive objects and can compromise the outcome of the
procedure. Enhancing these measurements is therefore paramount.
The objective of this thesis is to enable robust and accurate reconstructions of
HDR catheter paths on the ultrasound images of the prostate gland using EM tracking. To achieve this objective, the measurement uncertainty of an electromagnetic
system was first characterized in various environments; this characterization enabled
us to identify optimum setup configurations and model the measurement uncertainty.
Second, we designed and implemented a specialized filtering method for catheter path
reconstructions, combining the nonholonomic motion constraints which apply to the
EM sensor, with both the position and orientation measurements of the sensor. Finally, ultrasound scan planes were robustly tracked with the help of a simultaneous
localization and calibration algorithm; this method allows for dynamic tracking of the
ultrasound probe while simultaneously mapping and compensating for the EM field
i

distortions.
We experimentally validated the performance of our advanced filter for catheter
path reconstructions in a HDR brachytherapy suite; the EM sensor was threaded
within paths of various curvatures at several insertion speeds. The simultaneous ultrasound probe tracking and EM field distortion compensation approach was also
assessed in the brachytherapy suite. The performances of our approaches were compared to conventional error minimization methods. The advanced methods effectively
increased the EM tracking accuracy of catheter paths and ultrasound probes. With
the help of our proposed approaches, EM tracking can provide effective assistance for
a plurality of clinical applications.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Since intraoperative navigation was first introduced in the 1990s, computer assisted
intervention (CAI) has become a domain of growing importance [7]. Procedures taking place thousands of kilometers away from the surgeon, or reaching an organ with
incisions of only a few millimeters are some of the remarkable achievements due to
CAI. The non-exhaustive reasons which have led CAI to its current success are the
higher accuracy [14] and higher reliability of the procedures, which in turn imply less
stress on the tissue, reduced blood loss [15], and faster recovery [17]. Intra-operatively,
the computer provides dynamic assessment and feedback, allowing the clinicians to
adequately adjust or correct their actions. Navigations are performed with the help
of tracking systems that provide the 3D position and orientation of surgical instruments relative to the patient’s body. In a typical CAI, a digital image of the area
of interest is needed to serve as a map. This can be acquired pre-operatively, intraoperatively, or image free (using an anatomical model). Then the registration process
is performed to create a mapping between the patient’s body and the virtual corresponding image. To keep the registration relevant during the procedure, the patient’s
body needs to be tracked. Several types of tracking systems are available, such as

2

Figure 1.1: Operating room for computer assisted interventions in Kingston General
Hospital, Canada.
acoustic tracking, inertial tracking, mechanical tracking, optical tracking, magnetic
tracking, and hybrid tracking [19]. Electromagnetic (EM) tracking systems are free
of line-of-sight limitations, have small size sensors, are convenient to use, and are
relatively inexpensive compared to the optical ones. Once sensors are introduced
within the working space where magnetic fields are generated by the field transmitter, internal currents are induced within the sensor coils, and relayed to the central
system control unit where they can be analyzed. However, EM systems have been
unpopular for a long time due to their limited tracking volume and subjectivity to
interference induced by metallic and ferromagnetic objects [30]. The latter includes
medical imaging devices, surrounding equipment (operating table, lights, monitors,
etc.), and instruments. Manufacturer’s specifications might no longer be applicable,
and unsatisfactory measurements may compromise the outcome of the intervention.
Overcoming this limitation could promote EM tracking as the primary tracking technology of choice in CAI.

1.1. MOTIVATION

1.1
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Motivation

Brachytherapy is a type of radiotherapy that uses radiation in order to treat localized
prostate cancer. In ultrasound-guided high-dose-rate (HDR) prostate brachytherapy,
a temporary HDR radioactive source is driven into tiny catheters preimplanted inside the prostate (Figure 1.2(a)). Subsequently, catheter paths need to be accurately
reconstructed relative to the images of the organs. To do so, complementary EM
tracking has been proposed. The procedure consists in threading a small EM sensor into the HDR catheter (Figure 1.2(b)), for path reconstruction purposes, and
rigidly attaching a larger EM sensor to the transrectal ultrasound (TRUS) probe,
for tracking the images provided by the TRUS probe. In turn, catheter path reconstructions are made with respect to the organs’ images. The major limitation in
the use of EM tracking technology is the uncertainty due to measurement inaccuracy
and imprecision, caused by inherent characteristics of the tracking system, and its
sensitivity to the ambient interference. Existing approaches to minimize measurement uncertainty rely on optimisation of the setup, pre-procedural static calibration
of the workspace, and dynamic fusion of redundant measurements. Optimization of
the setup consists in choosing the optimal EM technology for the anticipated tracking usage, changing the sampling frequency, installing the transmitter relative to the
site of interest, removing unnecessary field distorting objects, etc. However, optimization of the setup is unique for each tracking system and procedure, and more
importantly, its effectiveness is bounded by the tracker’s inherent limitations and
its dependence on field-distorting instruments. Static calibrations are usually done
prior to the procedures, are time consuming, and require external instruments to
provide a ground truth. The main shortcoming of these calibrations is their validity

1.2. OBJECTIVES
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(a) Catheter path reconstruction with respect to the (b) Miniaturized EM sensor to be inserted
TRUS images using EM tracking
within catheters for path reconstruction

Figure 1.2: Reconstruction of catheter paths using an EM sensor in HDR prostate
brachytherapy
for static environments only. In fact, any change to the environment, not only invalidates the calibration, but also can magnify measurement errors. Dynamic fusion
methods are based on redundant measurements. These measurements are provided
either by supplementary EM sensors and/or transmitters, or by alternative tracking
technologies. Nevertheless, alternative technologies hold inherent shortcomings, and
also provide bounded measurement effectiveness. In turn, they are usually inefficient
and unnecessarily require additional components.

1.2

Objectives

This research encompasses the development and application of robust filtering algorithms to enhance ultrasound-guided HDR prostate brachytherapy using EM tracking
assistance. More specifically, we intend to provide EM assistance to the two following
segments of HDR prostate brachytherapy: catheter path reconstruction and ultrasound imaging. Robust EM tracking would result in reliable reconstructions of the

1.3. CONTRIBUTIONS
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catheter paths directly on the ultrasound images. This thesis aims to reduce the
tracking uncertainty by employing the following methodologies:
• We propose to adapt, apply, and validate an error compensation approach based
on a simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) algorithm in order to
accurately track the TRUS probe. This algorithm allows for dynamic mapping
of the EM field distortions and for simultaneously providing error compensation
of the TRUS probe tracking. In an HDR prostate brachytherapy scenario, we
track a TRUS probe by means of a few redundant EM sensors. We then integrate
the EM observations with the motion model of the ultrasound probe, and apply
a SLAM algorithm.
• To reconstruct the paths of flexible catheters after insertion into the living tissue, we develop, implement, and validate a filtering method that exploits the
nonholonomic motion constraints of the catheter during its insertion. In contrast to general tracking filters, this filter has a superior potential for accurate
tracking due to its specific formulation for catheter kinematics.

1.3

Contributions

This thesis includes the following three main contributions:
1. Tracking uncertainty: measurement uncertainty of an EM tracking system was
comprehensively characterized in various environments, including control, clinical, cone beam computed tomography (CBCT), and CT scanner environments.
Furthermore, the distribution of measurement distortions were displayed, and
the system was calibrated in CT environments. The dynamic effects of CBCT

1.4. THESIS OUTLINE
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and CT scanning on EM tracking were evaluated. This assessment allowed
us (i) to identify optimum system configurations, (ii) to accurately model and
compensate for systematic errors, and (iii) to model random errors – not only
to report measurement uncertainty – but also to be used in fusion techniques
for achieving more accurate measurement estimations. This work has been
published in The International Journal of Computer Assisted Radiology and
Surgery [52].
2. Catheter path reconstruction estimation: a nonholonomic extended Kalman filter was developed for the first time in order to accurately EM track catheter
paths. This method was validated in experiments replicating HDR prostate
brachytherapy scenarios, both in a research environment and in an HDR suite.
In addition, sensitivity analysis, including the impact of the EM sensor’s insertion speed and depth, were conducted. This work has been conditionally
accepted for publication in Medical Physics [51].
3. TRUS robust tracking: The concept of SLAM was adapted for simultaneous EM
tracking of a TRUS probe and field distortion mapping in an HDR brachytherapy scenario. This SLAM method was validated in an HDR suite, which involved typical instruments known to greatly distort the EM field, by investigating the accuracy, precision, and robustness of the filtered measurements. This
work is in preparation for submission to Medical Physics [50].

1.4

Thesis Outline

This thesis is organized in 6 chapters, based on a manuscript format. Chapters 3 to 5
are constituted by three journal manuscripts. Therefore, there is an overlap between

1.4. THESIS OUTLINE
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the introduction and background of this thesis with those sections in the journal
papers. We suggest that readers read the comprehensive and synthesized background
in Chapter 2, and skip these respective sections in Chapters 3 to 5.
The remainder of this dissertation is structured as follows:
• Chapter 2 reviews the state-of-the-art EM tracking in medical interventions.
Background information for HDR prostate brachytherapy is provided.
• Chapter 3 presents the measurement uncertainty characterization of an EM
tracking system in various interventional environments.
• Chapter 4 introduces the filtering method for catheter path reconstructions
which exploits the sensor’s nonholonomic motion constraints inside the HDR
catheter.
• Chapter 5 provides details on simultaneous EM tracking and field distortion
mapping. This technique was experimentally validated in an HDR brachytherapy suite.
• Chapter 6 synthesizes and concludes the work presented in this dissertation.
Moreover, future directions of research are suggested.
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Chapter 2
Background

The goal of this chapter is to introduce sufficient background for the reader to understand each of the following manuscripts. An overview of standard tracking technologies is included, as well as an examination of prostate cancer and treatment options.

2.1

Computer assisted interventions

CAI were introduced to provide guidance and improve the accuracy of complex medical procedures while reducing side effects such as blood loss, trauma, radiation exposure, and recovery time. With the help of one or more assisting elements, for instance
preoperative or intraoperative image acquisitions and tracking modalities, medical
navigation is an attempt to deliver the best quality care to patients. To realize
this objective, a selected tracking system would ideally be characterised as: accurate
and precise, robust (invariant to the environment), free of restrictions (line-of-sight,
etc.), inexpensive, small (not cumbersome and easily portable), and uncomplicated;
furthermore, idealistic trackers should have low latency (real-time measurements),
miniaturized sensors that can be embedded in any instrument, a broad range of applications, a large working volume (the size of an operating theatre), and the ability
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to track numerous concurrent instruments.
In reality, there is no such tracking system, nor even an optimal technology that
spans procedures. In fact, each tracking technology has its own set of strengths and
weaknesses. In turn, the selection of a tracking system should be tailored to fit the
requirements of the anticipated usage.

2.1.1

Tracking technologies for medical navigation

The purpose of tracking is to trace the movement of clinical instruments relative to
the patient’s anatomy. Several types of tracking technologies can be employed for
medical navigation, such as acoustic tracking, inertial tracking, mechanical tracking,
optical tracking, magnetic tracking, and hybrid tracking [19].
This section briefly introduces several technologies dedicated for instrument tracking.

2.1.1.1

Acoustic tracking

Acoustic digitizers (Figure 2.1) typically use ultrasonic waves with frequencies above
the audible range of human ear (around 20 kHz). For 3D tracking, acoustic systems need at least three transmitters and one receiver, or one transmitter and three
receivers.
Two techniques can be used to determine position and orientation information:
the time of flight and the phase coherence [101]. The time of flight technique uses
a process of triangulation based on the known speed of sound through the medium,
delay of reflected pulse and separation of receivers. Phase coherence considers the
phase difference between the transmitted and received pulses.

2.1. COMPUTER ASSISTED INTERVENTIONS
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Figure 2.1: Intense’s IS-600 Mark 2: an acoustic and inertial (hybrid) tracking system
Acoustic tracking systems are sensitive to temperature, humidity, gradients of
wave speed in both time and space [78], and require line of sight [101]; therefore, they
were quickly abandoned [16].

2.1.1.2

Inertial tracking

Inertial navigation systems use three orthogonal accelerometers to evaluate the position, and three orthogonal gyroscopes to recover the orientation. The recent miniature
MEMS (micro electromechanical system) devices are small, inexpensive, and provide
extremely accurate and fast (low latency) measurements of the sensor’s linear accelerations and angular velocities. However, the multiple integrations required to extract
the position and orientation information cause the measurements to drift, and the
errors to accumulate over time. Periodic calibration is required; hence inertial trackers are usually used to complement other tracking technologies [12] to form hybrid
systems described later in this section.
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Figure 2.2: CyberGlove Systems’ CyberGlove II: a mechanical tracking system
2.1.1.3

Mechanical tracking

Mechanical tracking systems (Figure 2.2) usually consist of a passive arm with encoded joint. The joint rotation and lengths are measured by gears, potentiometers
and bend sensors. Given one known position, all other joint position can be derived
from the relative joint movement. Newer digitizers use optic fiber treated over short
distances to lose light proportionally to the angle through which it is bent. Mechanical tracking used to be a gold-standard for emerging tracking systems before the
use of optical digitizers, due to their absence of line-of-sight restrictions and interference from the surrounding environment, their high accuracy [16], and low latency.
However, due to their cumbersomeness [78], stiffness, heaviness, and inflexible characteristics, mechanical trackers are not significantly used as navigation system during
CAI anymore [16].

2.1.1.4

Optical tracking

Of the several available tracking technologies compatible with medical applications,
optical trackers are currently widespread in computer-aided medical applications [27].

2.1. COMPUTER ASSISTED INTERVENTIONS

(a) NDI’s Certus
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(b) Claron Technology’s
MicronTracker

Figure 2.3: Optical tracking systems from two companies
Active optical trackers use infrared (IR) light-emitting diodes, which are detected by
the camera (Figure 2.3(a)). From the power of the pulsed signal received on each
camera, the unit can determine the position of the diodes. Passive optical trackers
use either a reflecting structure to reflect IR light coming from the camera module
(NDI Certus/ Polaris) or use markers with an unique pattern (Figure 2.3(b)) which is
recognized by a stereo camera (Claron technologies). Both types have a receiver unit
with two or more cameras, and markers that sense the position. Currently regarded
as state-of-the art for CAI, optical tracking is one of the most accurate, precise and
reliable tracking technologies available [78]. Moreover, optical tracker performance is
hardly affected by clinical settings and provides submillimeter measurement accuracy
[42, 90, 112] in a relatively isotropic way. The major downside of this technology
is the line-of-sight requirement between the tracked tool and the cameras. In fact,
continuous line-of-sight is difficult to maintain due to the considerable number of
adjustable instruments present during interventions, such as monitors and lights [8].
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(a) Logitech’s webcams for needle (b) Microsoft’s Kinect for needle tracking
insertion tracking [88]
[96]

Figure 2.4: Tracking devices from other market area
Furthermore, only large and rigid objects can be tracked, which is a disadvantage
considering the trend to reduce the invasiveness of surgeries.
The Microsoft Kinect, webcams, regular cameras, or even an optical mice (Figure 2.4), are devices introduced in non-medical markets which have recently been put
to use for tracking interventional tools [69, 87, 88, 96, 111]. Most of them can be
associated with the optical tracking technology, as they usually include regular lenses
or RGB, infrared, or greyscale cameras. These sensors have been employed in several studies in order to provide inexpensive, non-intrusive, and intuitive alternatives
to current tracking systems dedicated for medical interventions. In turn, a broader
range of applications may result, such as traditional operations, training of novice
physicians, and operating-room simulations.
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Figure 2.5: NDI’s 3D Guidance trakSTAR system
2.1.1.5

Electromagnetic tracking

EM tracking systems (Figure 2.5) had been unpopular for a long time due to their limited tracking volume and susceptibility to metallic interference [57]. Nevertheless, recent EM trackers have gained popularity due to significant improvements in accuracy
over their predecessors – which was achieved through advanced tracking algorithms
and enhanced hardware [40] –, freedom from line-of-sight restrictions [53, 74, 102],
small sensor size, and convenience of use [72, 73]. In fact, EM sensors can be placed
inside the patient’s body without having their measurements altered [81]. In addition,
as a result of their submillimeter size, sensors can easily be placed inside the tip of
needles or instruments [20, 53, 72, 90]. As a result, EM tracking is holding promise
for demanding clinical applications such as endoscopy, orthopaedic, and laparoscopic
surgeries [14, 28, 77]. Nevertheless, EM systems are susceptible to field distortions
induced by surrounding objects, and are not as accurate as optical trackers.

2.1.1.6

Hybrid tracking

Hybrid tracking systems use two or more different tracking modalities in order to take
advantage of the strengths, while overcoming the restrictions of individual approaches
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Figure 2.6: An hybrid tool, with optical markers fixed at its base and an EM sensor
embedded at its tip
[9, 10]. The combinations of EM and optical tracking (Figure 2.6), or EM with
inertial tracking, are currently highly considered as they could provide a constant,
uninterrupted, and reliable 3D tracking. However, the main disadvantages with these
hybrid modalities are the additional errors expected from the spatial and temporal
calibration, the enlarged size (inertial components are still too large to be embedded
into catheters for example), the increased cost, and supplementary cumbersomeness.

2.1.2
2.1.2.1

Electromagnetic tracking
Working principle

EM tracking systems are based on the principle of mutual induction, in which a field
generator produces a known EM field to localize small EM sensors placed within the
tracking volume (Figure 2.7). In fact, the magnetic field induces internal currents
within the sensor coils. These induced currents are then relayed to the central system
control unit, where they can be analyzed to specify the pose (also known as position
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Figure 2.7: A schematic from NDI showing the working principle of its EM tracking
system
and orientation) of the sensor. EM tracking systems are based on three technologies: alternating current (AC), direct current (DC), and permanent magnets. While
permanent magnets haven’t found acceptance in medical applications, AC-based and
DC-based technologies have been almost equally favored. In the permanent magnets method, the magnetic field generator is attached to the instrument that requires
tracking. The sensors are kept with the tracking system and measure the magnetic
field with the help of magnetometers. EM trackers driven by alternating currents were
the first EM tracking systems developed. The small sensor can measure the induced
current from the flux of magnetic fields. The DC-based systems were later introduced
and work with quasistatic currents. In order to minimize measurement errors, their
sensors measure the induced current after the magnetic field has stabilized.

2.1.2.2

Measurement uncertainty

EM trackers are susceptible to measurement noise introduced by ferromagnetism and
eddy currents (Figure 2.8). While both AC and DC-based system are sensitive to
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ferromagnetism, their main difference lies on their behavior with eddy currents. With
AC systems, eddy currents are continuously induced in conductive objects, which
interfere with the EM field. With DC systems, eddy currents have time to decay before
another field pulse; the measurements are therefore made when eddy currents are at
their minimum. These eddy currents and ferromagnetism phenomena are caused by
metallic and electrical objects placed in the vicinity of the measurement volume, such
as clinical instruments, imaging systems, and monitors. Consequently, depending on
the clinical setting, measurement uncertainties may vary considerably [8, 77, 102], and
the specifications provided by the manufacturer might no longer be applicable [112].
This is especially true when surgeries, such as thermal ablation and biopsy procedures,
require the use of intraoperative C-arm fluoroscopy [14, 112] or CT scanner imaging
guidance [81], in which interference in the EM tracked volume is expected [47]. In
fact, Krücker et al. reported that it took from one to six CT scans per procedure to
verify the placement of inserted EM tracked needles [41]. Therefore, it is prudent to
completely characterize EM trackers for each environment. In addition, measurement
accuracy varies with location and angle of the sensor [8, 81, 82] and need to be
differentiated.

2.1.2.3

Uncertainty characterizations

The manufacturer of the Aurora [Northern Digital, Inc. (NDI), Waterloo, Canada]
EM tracking system (EMTS) illustrated the variations of position and orientation
measurement performances as a function of translation and rotation in 1 dimension
(1D) in their user guide. However, the error uncertainties provided by the manufacturer may not be representative of the ones encountered in a clinical environment.
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(a) Effect of eddy currents

(b) Effect of ferromagnetism

Figure 2.8: Schematic from NDI to visualize the effects of eddy currents and ferromagnetism on the EM field
This is the reason which has led other researchers to assess measurement accuracies
of the EM trackers.
The large number of attempts in quantifying EM uncertainties were based on
different types of protocols which can be classified in the following categories.
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Figure 2.9: Phantom made of thermoplastic materials for EM measurement uncertainty characterization
A.

Phantom-based protocol for uncertainty assessments Phantoms (Fig-

ure 2.9) can be accurately built with several types of materials (Plexiglass, resin,
thermoplastic, etc.). They enforce constraints in the placement of the sensor; in
turn, the known geometry of the phantom provides an associated ground truth to
the EM measurements. Hence, the accuracy for each configuration of the sensor can
be determined from the Euclidean distance between the EM measurement and the
corresponding ground truth.
A cube phantom was employed by Wilson et al. to solely quantify the position
accuracy of the Aurora as a function of translation in both a research and clinical
environment [102]. The cube phantom was also utilized by Yaniv et al. to quantify
the position and orientation accuracy as a function of translation in interventional
radiology, CT, and pulmonology suites [112]. Seeberger et al. made use of a resin
skull phantom in order to assess the positional accuracy, as a function of coupled
translation and orientation, under laboratory and operating room (OR) conditions
[80]. Maier-Hein et al. used a translating and rotating mechanism to measure the
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position accuracy as a function of translation, and the orientation accuracy as a
function of a one axis rotation, in a laboratory and CT scanner environment [53].
Another translating and rotating mechanism was employed by Birkfellner et al. to
assess the position and orientation accuracies solely as a function of translation in an
OR environment [8]. This mechanism was also applied by Hummel et al. in different
settings, such as C-arm fluoroscopy, to quantify the positional accuracy in terms of
translation [35], and by Schicho et al. to solely determine the positional accuracy as
a function of translation in “pseudo-realistic OR conditions” [77].

B.

Optical tracking for ground truth in uncertainty assessments An al-

ternative to phantom-based approaches consists in employing an optical tracking
system for assessing the EM measurement uncertainties. In fact, optical tracking
systems have accuracies with an order higher than those of EM tracking systems
[30]. Sadjadi et al. characterized both the systematic and random errors of an EM
system by means of an optical system [75]. Alike, Frantz et al. proposed to employ
an optical tracking system in its volumetric calibration protocol, as part of the series of protocols presented [30]. Automated by a robot, the EM sensors were moved
within a defined workspace. The optical system simultaneously measured the reference poses, which were then coincided with those of the EM system by means of a
transformation matrix. Similar to the phantom-based protocol, the accuracy of the
EM measurements is assessed from the Euclidean distance between the EM measured
poses to their corresponding reference provided by the optical system.

C.

Robotic assistance for uncertainty assessments Besides using optical

trackers or phantom-based protocols, the robotic assistance provides a fast and easy
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Figure 2.10: Robotic assistance for uncertainty characterizations [81]
alternative for uncertainty assessments. The robot arm protocol (Figure 2.10) was
utilized by Shen et al. who, in a first study, quantified the positional accuracy as a
function of translation in a CT scanner environment [81], and, in a second study, the
positional accuracy as a function of rotation in a CT scanner environment [82].

2.1.2.4

Limitations of current uncertainty assessments

Reviewed measurement uncertainty assessments are subject to limitations that can
be classified in the three following categories.

A.

Coupling of measurement variables The first limitation is the coupling of

the 3D measurement variables [28, 40, 80]. For instance, Seeberger et al. who made
use of the resin skull phantom (Figure 2.11), assessed the positional accuracy as a
function of coupled translation and orientation [80].

B.

Partial quantification of uncertainties The second limitation is the partial

quantification of measurement uncertainties [3, 8, 14, 24, 28, 30, 31, 35, 36, 40, 42, 43,
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Figure 2.11: An assessment protocol with coupled measurement variables [80]
53, 55, 66, 77, 80, 82, 86, 94, 98, 102, 112], leading to incomplete characterizations as
tabulated in Table 4.1. Unfortunately, these partial quantifications in the literature
cannot be combined to provide a comprehensive assessment.

C.

Introducing additional interference The third limitation follows from in-

troducing additional interference to the uncertainty assessment, such as employing a
robot arm in order to move the EM sensor. The metallic and electrical components
may create EM field distortions, and mechanical deformation of the arm may add
further error to the measurements [55, 81, 82].

2.1.3

Techniques for measurement uncertainty minimization

Measurement uncertainty remains the main challenge with the EM technology. Therefore, improving the accuracy and precision of the EM tracking system has been a core
inquiry. In the following subsections, the several proposed solutions to remedy tracking errors are reviewed.
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Table 2.1: Comparison of previous studies assessing the 5-DOF measurement accuracy of Aurora systems in undisturbed environments. Position values are
in millimeters, and orientation values are in degrees. Please note that in
[35], the Aurora was with a tetrahedral FG, while others used the planar
one

Position
Orientation

2.1.3.1

Maier-Hein [53]

Yaniv [112]

Hummel [35]

Our work [52]

Translation

0.8

1.4

4.2

0.7

Rotation

NA

NA

3.5

1.3

Translation

NA

2.9

NA

0.8

Rotation

0.9

NA

NA

0.4

Setup optimization

These methods can help to minimize tracking uncertainties, and include optimum
positioning (patient, device, and field generator relative to the target site), EM field
generation (AC or DC-based), sampling rate, and may include other techniques such
as object shielding [38]. Recently unveiled EM tracking systems have been shown to
be more accurate and immune to ambient field distortions [34]. DC-based systems
were found to be more sensitive to metals with high magnetic permeability (such as
some types of steel) [35]. Some concluded that stainless steel objects should be kept
at a minimum distance of 10 cm from the tracked instruments in order to minimize
tracking errors [86]. Other optimization parameters have been extensively examined
in various studies. While measurement errors could be reduced by employing these
approaches, their effectiveness are bounded by the tracker’s inherent limitations and
its dependence to field-distorting instruments. As a result, EM tracking technology
remains notorious for its noisy, inaccurate, and unsatisfactory measurements.
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Static pre-calibration

Pre-operative static calibrations are designed to alleviate measurement errors that
remain constant over time. Accordingly, these compensation methods are optimal
for procedures with non-significant field distortion variations. Kindratenko et al.
have detailed a number of techniques to correct for systematic errors, such as highorder polynomial fitting, tri-linear interpolations, and neural networks [39]. These
approaches can be considered as a relationship between the coordinates of each point
included within the working volume of the tracking system, and a corresponding tracking error magnitude. The main drawback with a static calibration, is its validity for
a static environment only. Any intra-procedural dynamic change – including the manipulation of instruments, table, monitor, lights, imaging device – could, in fact, not
only invalidate the calibration but also aggravate the tracking errors. Furthermore, a
calibration is unique for each specific setup. In turn, the lengthy calibration should be
repeated inter-procedural, as a slightly different setup (other day or operating room)
would also impair the calibration.

2.1.3.3

Fusion approaches

Sensor fusions, which provides redundant tracking measurements, have been extensively proposed and implemented. They are based on redundant measurements provided either by supplementary EM sensors and/or transmitters, or by the synergy of
alternative tracking technologies such as acoustic, inertial, mechanical, and optical.
The optical technology has been principally implemented; it allows for high spatial accuracy while EM technology’s asset reside on its absence from line-of-sight
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restriction. In turn, their fusion empowers uninterrupted, high-rate, accurate tracking, provided that obstructions of the line-of-sight between the optical camera and the
tracked object remain short [10, 92]. Magneto-optical tracking was assessed in several
studies, such as [10, 28, 59, 92]; all concluded that EM and optical hybrid tracking
enhanced the robustness and accuracy of instrument tracking. However, some fundamental, practical, or even application-specific limitations may prohibit the option of
magneto-optical tracking. Indeed, optical tracking system are expensive, may overcrowd the operating room, and have a limited efficiency to track flexible instruments
located inside the human body, such as catheters in HDR brachytherapy.
The inertial technology is also prized in conjunction with alternative tracking
technologies. Miniaturized inertial measurement units provide high measurement accuracies at high frequencies and velocities, and measurement drift can be compensated
for by the complementary tracking modality. A handful of papers were published on
EM and inertial dual tracking [68, 70, 71]. However, the spatial and temporal calibrations between the sensors streams should be sufficiently accurate in order to achieve
proper fusion.
Each alternative tracking technology holds inherent shortcomings, and also provides bounded measurement effectiveness. While fusion-based methods may provide
supplementary tracking information, they are usually inefficient and unnecessarily
require additional components.

2.1.3.4

Filtering methods

By means of probabilistic principles, such as Bayes rule, filtering methods integrate
inexact models with imperfect sensory measurements. A number of filtering methods
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can also be found in the literature, such as Kalman filters [70].

A.

Kalman filtering Kalman filters are predictor-corrector estimators and con-

sist of a set of mathematical equations; the error covariance is minimized in order to
optimize the state estimation. This approach was found to be relatively effective and
robust [103].
The discrete, extended, and unscented Kalman filters are the three main versions
of Kalman filtering. The original formulation of the Kalman filters, known as the discrete Kalman filter, is limited to processes governed by a linear stochastic equation.
The extended Kalman filter (EKF) is the non-linear version of the discrete Kalman
filter. In this variant formulation, the process is described by a non-linear stochastic equation, and the estimation is made by linearizing about the current mean and
covariance. However, this linearization for highly non-linear problems may introduce
significant errors. Nonetheless, the potential linearization errors using EKF were
found negligible for position tracking applications [85]. To address the linearization
issue of the EKF version, the unscented Kalman filter has been introduced. In this
variant formulation, several chosen sampling points around the current state estimate
are propagated through the non-linear transformation in order to determine a more
accurate estimation of the mean and covariance of the posterior state. This algorithm, however, was found to be computationally expensive, with minor performance
improvement compared with the EKF in a position tracking scenario where transformations are not considerably non-linear [85].

Common filtering techniques can be used in a large range of applications; however,
their generalized formulations do not allow for optimal error minimization. Therefore,
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Figure 2.12: The nonholonomic constraints restrict lateral motion along the catheter
path
specialized filters can be developed in order to improve the EM tracking performance
for specific applications. For example in HDR brachytherapy, catheter paths can
be reconstructed using EM trackers. In order to optimize the tracking performance,
we propose to employ an EKF combining the noisy EM position and orientation
observations with some prior knowledge of catheter paths, including the nonholonomic
motion constraint.

B.

Nonholonomic motion constraints Nonholonomic systems have constraints

expressed in terms of coordinate velocities [13]. To represent catheter insertions in
3-dimensional space, a nonholonomic model considers the motion constraints on the
lateral and perpendicular kinematics that apply on the catheter’s tip, as illustrated on
Figure 2.12. Hence, the catheter’s motion constraints are similar to those of unicycles,
airplanes, and needles in the sense that lateral movement is prohibited.
Needle motion models have been extensively studied [25, 62, 63, 93, 97], and
can be mathematically expressed by attaching a local coordinate frame {B} to the
needle’s tip, such that the x−axis follows the direction of forward motion. Therefore,
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velocities along the y − axis and z − axis, each denoting an orthogonal axis to the
direction of motion, can be set to zero. The position and orientation of {B} relative
to a reference coordinate frame {Ref } can be described by a 4 × 4 matrix

{Ref } X(t)

of the special Euclidean group, such that:


R(t) p(t)

{Ref } X(t) = 
0
1

(2.1)

where R(t) is the associated rotation matrix belonging to the special orthogonal
group, and p(t) the translation vector between {B} and {Ref }. Given {Ref } X(t), the
quantity

{B} V(t)

defined as:

{B}V(t)

={Ref } X(t)−1 ·

{Ref } Ẋ(t)

is the body’s spatial velocity seen in {B}. This velocity

{B} V(t)

(2.2)

has been considered

as a twist in several papers [25, 63, 93], as the needle motion consists of a rotation
around the x − axis and a translation along the same axis. The needle’s tip velocity
{Ref } Ẋ(t)

expressed in {Ref } is related to

{Ref } Ẋ(t)

{B} V(t)

={Ref } X(t) ·

Under the assumption that the twist

{B} V(t)

such that

{B}V(t)

(2.3)

is constant during the sampling time

dt, the solution to this differential equation is given by:

{Ref } X(t

+ dt) ={Ref } X(t) · exp(dt ·

{B}V(t))

(2.4)
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Using the previous equation (2.4), the state transition of the EKF filter can be
generalized by a non-linear function f that relates the state Xk+1 at the discrete
time step k + 1 to the current state Xk at time step k, such that:

{Ref } Xk+1

=

f ({Ref } Xk ) + ξ k , where ξ describes the process uncertainty due to the acceleration
terms.

C.

Simultaneous localization and mapping The simultaneous localization

and mapping (SLAM) process consists of acquiring the spatial map of a navigated
environment, and simultaneously localizing a robot within this modelled map. Originally, SLAM algorithms have been formulated for autonomous robots travelling in
unknown environments and whose positions are not accurately known. In fact, this
algorithm is extremely useful for robots operating in extreme environments, such as
those undersea, underground, too dangerous, and too distant [56]. Alternatively, the
SLAM algorithm has been recently unveiled in the field of CAI for simultaneous EM
tracking and calibration for dynamic EM field distortion compensation [75, 76].
Sadjadi et al. combined the motion model of the tracked instrument, the EM
measurements, and the relative locations between redundant sensor by means of an
EKF-SLAM (Figure 5.2). In turn, robust and accurate estimations of the EM field
distortion and the tracking measurements were computed. The field distortion was
described by means of a multivariate Gaussian function, with coefficient parameters
m. These parameters, as well as the pose vector

{Ref } X

of the tracked instrument,

were estimated through the prediction and correction steps of the EKF.
A general motion model, also represented by a function f , describes the state
transitions between the discrete time steps k − 1 and k. In turn, f is employed for
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Figure 2.13: SLAM system block diagram. The inputs of the SLAM process are: the
motion model of the TRUS probe, the EM sensor measurements, the
measurement uncertainty, and some spatial parameters representing the
relative locations of the EM sensors.
the state prediction, such that:

{Ref } Xk

= f ({Ref } Xk−1 ) + ξ k

(2.5)

where ξ is a Gaussian random vector representing the process noise.
The observation model, represented by the function h, is used to correct the state
prediction. The function h relies on the sensory observations

{Ref } Zk

made by EM

sensors rigidly attached to a tracked instrument. Therefore,

{Ref } Zk

= h({Ref } Xk , mk ) + ζ k

(2.6)

where ζ is a Gaussian random vector representing the measurement noise.
In the presence of a field distorting object, the authors report a significant reduction of the tracking error, and conclude that their approach is promising for various clinical procedures. Accordingly, TRUS probe tracking can be improved by
adequately compensating for field distortions caused by surrounding objects. If successful, the SLAM method would make applicable the EM tracking technology to
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US-guided HDR prostate brachytherapy, enhance treatment delivery, and result in
a drastic shortening of the treatment planning time for each necessary treatment
fraction.

2.2

Clinical application: high-dose-rate prostate brachytherapy

This section introduces an overview of different treatments options for prostate cancers, with an emphasis on the clinical application of this research, high-dose-rate
(HDR) brachytherapy.

2.2.1

Prostate cancer and treatment options

The prostate is a gland, of the size of a walnut, whose function is to secrete fluids
as part of the male reproductive system; it is surrounded by the bladder, and the
rectum. The urethra, which channels the urine from the bladder to the penis, runs
through the prostate.
Prostate cancer is the most common cancer diagnosed for men in Canada, with
an estimated 23 600 new cases in 2014, and the third principal cause of cancer death
for Canadian men [104]. Mainly due to the consistent ageing populations, the World
Cancer Report had indicated that new cancer cases may increase by 50% worldwide
in the year 2020 compared with the rate of diagnosed cancers in 2000 [110]. While
this alarming pace threatens mainly men living in westernized countries, emerging
countries may further augment these figures in a near future. In fact, this disease is
strongly related to age (over fifty years old), family history, diet, and even ethnicity
[104]; moreover, it is slow growing and an absence of symptoms is not unusual. If
present, the common signs include a difficulty and frequent need to urinate, pain,
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and in some cases, bleeding. If untreated, prostate cancer may metastasize, spread,
and become life-threatening. Diagnosis can usually be done with a prostate-specific
antigen (PSA) blood test, a digital rectal exam (DRE) by direct palpation of the
prostate, and a biopsy.
Treatments are planned according to the unique need of each patient. The type
of cancer, PSA level, stage, grade, as well as the patient’s age, general health, and
personal preference are the main factors determining a treatment approach. Among
the several treatment options, the most commonly employed are radical prostatectomy, radiation therapy – including the external beam radiation methods and the
brachytherapy approaches – and hormonal therapy.
In radical prostatectomy, the prostate gland and part of the urethra are removed.
This method is an effective way to treat localized cancer, and is often recommended
for men aged under 65. While this method has success rates over 90% [109], some side
effects may result and may carry the same risks of surgeries including heart problems,
blood clots, and infections.
Hormonal therapy reduces the level of hormones responsible for the growth of any
prostatic cell, in order to slow the tumor from expanding and spreading. This technique may be employed for later cancer stages, cancer reappearances, or cooperatively
with alternative treatments.
Radiation therapy techniques employ ionizing radiations to annihilate the tumor. Radiation may be delivered using external beam radiation therapy (EBRT) or
brachytherapy. These approaches are good alternatives to surgery for patients with
advanced age and frail health, while maintaining a comparable cure rate. EBRT consists in beams of radiations, diffused from a machine surrounding the patient, and
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Figure 2.14: External beam radiation therapy [107]
focused on the target tumor (Figure 2.14). The main drawbacks are the repetitive
hospital visits (approximately five days a week, for seven to nine weeks), and some side
effects including temporary skin damages and bladder inflammation. Brachytherapy
is the focus of the remainder of this chapter.

2.2.2

Brachytherapy

Brachytherapy is a type of radiation therapy used to treat cancer.

In prostate

brachytherapy, one or several radioactive sources (Figure 2.15) are directly placed
within the prostate for internal treatment; the treatment delivery is therefore contained within the gland. This way, a focused dose of radiation can be delivered
to the tumor while sparing surrounding healthy tissues. Over the past two decades,
brachytherapy has proven to be a definitive treatment for early-stage, localized prostate
cancer [64, 74]. The reasons for this recent popularity included the precise and reproducible delivery of internal radiation, and advancements in TRUS. The required
internal radiation can be delivered either using permanent low-dose-rate (LDR) radioactive seeds (Figure 2.15(a)), or a temporary HDR radioactive source (Figure
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(a) Permanent radioactive seeds (b) Temporary radioactive source

Figure 2.15: Radioactive implants for brachytherapy
2.15(b)).

2.2.2.1

Low dose rate method

In an LDR procedure, tiny implants emitting low doses of radiations are permanently
placed as close as possible to the tumor. These “seeds” are inserted by means of hollow
needles following a pre-procedural treatment plan (Figure 2.16). The needle insertions
are performed with the patient in lithotomy position, and under TRUS guidance, as
well as intermittent C-arm fluoroscopy, in order to control the treatment delivery.
Usually, 50 to 120 seeds are inserted through these needles [95]; once deposited, they
cannot be repositioned for radiation dose correction and optimization, and give off
their low dose radiation over several months.

2.2.2.2

High dose rate method

During temporary HDR brachytherapy, tiny catheters are implanted in the prostate
gland. Treatment planning is then generated, which consists in determining the
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(b) Placement of the permanent seeds

Figure 2.16: Typical LDR procedure and placement of the seeds within the prostate

Figure 2.17: A typical HDR procedure
catheter positions, followed by optimizing the prescription doses and dwell times (Figure 2.17). Then, a single,

192

iridium made, highly radioactive seed is driven into each

catheter in turn by means of a computer-controlled machine. Hence, the radiation
administrated to the tumor and healthy tissue is determined by this machine, which
can conduct or halt the source anywhere within the catheters. In turn, it is critical to
accurately determine the catheter position, as large treatment dose per fraction may
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Figure 2.18: Ambiguity of catheter path reconstructions on TRUS images [6]
damage adjacent organs and under-treat the cancer. Catheter placement is either determined post-implantation using CT or TRUS scanning. TRUS, known to provide
poor image quality, is further challenged by the echogenicity property of catheters.
To overcome limitations of standard imaging techniques, complementary EM tracking has been proposed. The advantage of EM tracking systems lies in their absence
of line-of-sight restriction and their ability to embed sufficiently small sensors into
catheters. The system tracks EM sensors while they are inserted inside a catheter to
reconstruct its path, and an ultrasound probe, whose purpose is to image the organs.
The known transformation between the EM tracked catheter and ultrasound enables
to reconstruct catheter paths with respect to the organs’ images. As a result, this
technique could further decrease the risks of complications, such as acute urinary
frequency, urgency, dysuria, and rectal pain.

A.

Catheter path reconstruction In HDR prostate brachytherapy, approxi-

mately 10 to 20 catheters are inserted inside the prostate under ultrasound guidance.
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Treatment planning can be determined by manually identifying the catheters on postimplantation images. Transrectal ultrasound technique allows for prompt treatment
planning and delivery without requiring moving the patient to a scanner; displacements between the catheters and the patient’s anatomy are therefore minimized [58].
However, ultrasound technology has various shortcomings for catheter reconstruction. Usually, clinicians scroll through US images and manually identify catheter’s
locations. In their paper, Shyam Bharat et al. explained that these identifications
can be time-consuming, subjective, challenging, as well as operator dependent, and
included a figure (incorporated in this paper in Figure 2.18) to illustrate the laboriousness involved in this task [6]. Other standard imaging modalities are also employed
post-implantation, such as CT scanning which provides good image quality. The main
drawback with this solution is the repeated exposure of the patient to radiations for
each treatment fraction. Patient transfer to the scanner, where catheter displacements of up to 42 mm interfraction [33] and up to 24 mm in between the planning
scan and treatment delivery are routinely observed [100], is a limitation shared by
CT and MRI scanning methods. The MRI alternative is further impaired due to its
high value technology attributes. In turn, MRI is not frequently employed for path
reconstructions.
With a handful of papers published on the subject, the feasibility and accuracy
of catheter path reconstructions using EM tracking systems have been studied. Zhou
et al. focused on an HDR brachytherapy application [114]. The tracking system’s
performance was considered to be contingent on several factors, and recommendation to apply further tracking error minimization methods was suggested. Similarly,
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Figure 2.19: The equipment for TRUS imaging include the TRUS probe, a stepper
to maintain the probe in place, and a monitor for image visualization
Mehrtash et al. have studied catheter placement by means of EM tracking, for gynecological procedures [54]; a mean targeting error of 2.9 mm was observed. Another
study, conducted by Condino et al., evaluated catheter tracking for arterial cannulation interventions [22]. No significant difference was found between a traditional
method and an EM tracking-based method, excepted for a reduction to radiation
exposure and contrast medium administration. Finally, two studies performed by
Bharat et al. and Nicolae et al. suggested that the use of EM tracking has great
potential for catheter reconstructions in HDR prostate brachytherapy [6, 60].

B.

Transrectal ultrasound tracking Prostate brachytherapy has found wide

acceptance after the introduction of TRUS imaging. The latter has made possible
the imaging of the prostate gland for treatment planning, as well as real-time and
simultaneous catheter insertions and prostate motion monitoring [95]. Usually, TRUS
guidance is employed in order to assist catheter placement, as this method is inexpensive, offers real-time image acquisitions, and ultrasound probes are widely available.
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(a) An EM tracked US probe by (b) EM tracked US guidance system
Philips Healthcare
by UltraSonix

Figure 2.20: EM tracking of ultrasound probes: commercial products
TRUS may also be employed for treatment planning as an alternative to the traditional CT technique, as catheter displacements may occur during patient transfers
from the CT simulator suite to the brachytherapy suite. While US imaging is notorious for its poor image quality and shadowing artifacts, TRUS is able to generate
sharp enough images for prostate delineations [44] (Figure 2.18).
In TRUS, a probe is inserted within the patient’s rectum, previously cleaned using an enema (Figure 2.19). High-frequency sound waves (over 1 MHz) are diffused
through the wall of the rectum into the prostate. The echoes created by the tissues
are then sensed by the probe, which, in turn, relays the information to a computer.
Subsequently, an image of the anatomy is deduced and relayed to a monitor for visualization. The main disadvantage of US imaging is its sensitivity to the echogenicity
property of catheters; several papers reported a high uncertainty in catheter localization using TRUS images [79, 113].
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Because the prostate is well-defined on US images, accurate roadmaps can be
achieved by overlaying the real-time images of the gland with the projection of realtime 3D reconstructed catheter paths. This live display of the catheter on the US
images can be performed by simultaneously tracking US scan planes and the catheter
trajectory. This technique has several benefits including increased accuracy of the
overall procedure, improved patient care, gained confidence during treatment planning, and reduced procedure time while keeping the procedure uncomplicated to the
operator.
Ultrasound probe tracking using the EM technology has been implemented in
numerous studies [4, 5, 11, 31, 84] and commercial products such as the PercuNav
system (Philips Healthcare, DA Best, The Netherlands) and the SonixGPS system
(UltraSonix, Richmond, British Columbia, Canada). Typically, EM sensors are attached to the US probes to measure their spatial coordinates without any line-of-sight
restrictions. Unfortunately, it has been shown that US probes considerably distort
the EM field and, in turn, deteriorate attached sensors’ measurements [32, 35, 77].
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Chapter 3
Electromagnetic tracking in surgical and
interventional environments: usability study

1

Purpose Electromagnetic tracking of instruments within a clinical setting is notorious
for fluctuating measurement performance. Position location measurement uncertainty
of an electromagnetic system was characterized in various environments, including
control, clinical, cone beam computed tomography (CBCT), and CT scanner environments. Static and dynamic effects of CBCT and CT scanning on electromagnetic
tracking were evaluated.
Methods Two guidance devices were designed to solely translate or rotate the sensor
in a non-interfering fit to decouple pose-dependent tracking uncertainties. These devices were mounted on a base to allow consistent and repeatable tests when changing
environments. Using this method, position and orientation measurement accuracies,
1
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precision, and 95% confidence intervals were assessed.
Results The tracking performance varied significantly as a function of the environment – especially within the CBCT and CT scanners – and sensor pose. In fact, at a
fixed sensor position in the clinical environment, the measurement error varied from
0.2 to 2.2 mm depending on sensor orientations. Improved accuracies were observed
along the vertical axis of the field generator. Calibration of the measurements improved tracking performance in the CT environment by 50 to 85%.
Conclusion EM tracking can provide effective assistance to surgeons or interventional
radiologists during procedures performed in a clinical or CBCT environment. Applications in the CT scanner demand pre-calibration to provide acceptable performance.

3.1

Introduction

Real-time tracking of surgical instruments has become an integral part of computerassisted surgery; it provides guidance to surgeons in complex procedures. Of the
several available tracking technologies compatible with medical applications, optical
trackers are currently widespread in computer-aided surgical applications. Optical
trackers’ performance is hardly affected by clinical settings and provide submillimeter
measurement accuracy [42, 90, 112]. However, continuous line-of-sight is difficult to
maintain due to the considerable number of adjustable instruments present during
surgery, such as monitors and lights [8]. Furthermore only the tracking of large and
rigid object is feasible, which is a disadvantage considering the trend to reduce the
invasiveness of surgeries.
Electromagnetic (EM) tracking systems are based on the principle of mutual induction, in which a field generator produces a known EM field to localize small EM
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sensors placed within the tracking volume. EM trackers have gained popularity due
to their freedom from line-of-sight restrictions [53, 74, 102], small sensor size, and
convenience of use [72, 73]. In fact, EM sensors can be placed inside the patient’s
body without having their measurements altered [81]. In addition, as a result of their
submillimeter size, sensors can easily be placed inside the tip of needles or surgical instruments [20, 53, 72, 90]. As a result, EM tracking is promising for demanding clinical
applications such as endoscopy, orthopaedic, and laparoscopic surgeries [14, 28, 77].
Nevertheless, EM trackers are susceptible to measurement noise introduced by ferromagnetism and eddy current [8, 35, 53]. These phenomena are caused by metallic and
electrical objects placed in the vicinity of the measurement volume, such as surgical
instruments, imaging systems, and monitors. Consequently, depending on the clinical
setting, measurement uncertainties may vary considerably [8, 77, 102], and the specifications provided by the manufacturer might no longer be applicable [112]. This
is especially true when surgeries, such as thermal ablation and biopsy procedures,
require the use of intraoperative C-arm fluoroscopy [14, 112] or CT scanner imaging
guidance [81], in which interference in the EM tracked volume is expected [47]. In
fact, Krücker et al. reported that it took from one to six CT scans per procedure to
verify the placement of inserted electromagnetically tracked needles [41]. Therefore, it
is prudent to completely characterize EM trackers for each environment. In addition,
measurement accuracy varies with location and angle of the sensor [8, 81, 82] and need
to be differentiated. This work builds upon our preliminary studies [46–48], where
we discussed the effect of surgical settings on the EM measurement performance. In
this work, we further computed the repeatability of the tracker’s measurements, and
calibrated the system in CT environments. We also exhibited the distribution of
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measurement distortions, and determined, using statistical hypothesis tests, that the
tracking performance can significantly differ from one environment to another. Our
comprehensive assessment has three follow-up applications. First, we can identify
optimum setup configurations. Second, we can accurately model and compensate
for systematic errors. Third, we can model random errors, not only to report measurement uncertainty, but also to be used in fusion techniques for achieving accurate
measurement estimations.

3.2

Background and motivations

The manufacturer of the Aurora [Northern Digital, Inc. (NDI), Waterloo, Canada]
EM tracking system (EMTS) illustrated the variations of position and orientation
measurement performances as a function of translation and rotation in 1 dimension
(1D) in their user guide. However, the error uncertainties provided by the manufacturer may not be representative of the ones encountered in a surgical environment.
This is the reason which has led other researchers to assess measurement accuracies
of the EM trackers.
Previous attempts in quantifying EM uncertainties are subject to limitations that
can be classified in the three following categories.
The first limitation is the coupling of the 3D measurement variables [28, 40, 80].
Seeberger et al. made use of a resin skull phantom in order to assess the positional
accuracy, as a function of coupled translation and orientation, under laboratory and
operating room (OR) conditions [80].
The second limitation is the partial quantification of measurement uncertainties
[3, 8, 14, 24, 28, 30, 31, 35, 36, 40, 42, 43, 53, 55, 66, 77, 80, 82, 86, 94, 98, 102, 112],
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Table 3.1: Comparison of previous studies assessing the 5-DOF measurement accuracy of Aurora systems in undisturbed environments. Position values are
in millimeters, and orientation values are in degrees. Please note that in
[35], the Aurora was with a tetrahedral FG, while others used the planar
one

Position
Orientation

Maier-Hein [53]

Yaniv [112]

Hummel [35]

This study

Translation

0.8

1.4

4.2

0.7

Rotation

NA

NA

3.5

1.3

Translation

NA

2.9

NA

0.8

Rotation

0.9

NA

NA

0.4

leading to incomplete characterizations as tabulated in table 4.1. Unfortunately, these
partial quantifications in the literature cannot be combined to provide a comprehensive assessment. This is exemplified by the studies of Maier-Hein et al. [53] and Yaniv
et al. [112], who both assessed 5-DOF measurement uncertainties of the planar Aurora system in a metal free environment. However, reported position measurement
accuracy was 0.8 mm and 1.4 mm respectively. A cube phantom was employed by
Wilson et al. to solely quantify the position accuracy of the Aurora as a function of
translation in both a research and clinical environment [102]. The cube phantom was
also utilized by Yaniv et al. to quantify the position and orientation accuracy as a
function of translation in interventional radiology, CT, and pulmonology suites [112].
Maier-Hein et al. used a translating and rotating mechanism to measure the position accuracy as a function of translation, and the orientation accuracy as a function
of a one axis rotation, in a laboratory and CT scanner environment [53]. Another
translating and rotating mechanism was employed by Birkfellner et al. to assess the
position and orientation accuracies solely as a function of translation in an OR environment [8]. This mechanism was also applied by Hummel et al. in different settings,
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such as C-arm fluoroscopy, to quantify the positional accuracy in terms of translation
[35], and by Schicho et al. to solely determine the positional accuracy as a function of
translation in “pseudo-realistic OR conditions” [77]. Frantz et al. proposed a series of
protocols in an undisturbed environment: first a robot arm, second a hemispherical
device, which serves to assess coupled position and orientation accuracies, and last a
ball-bar device, where sensors are firmly positioned at each end of the device in order
to evaluate coupled sensor position and orientation variations relative to the other
[30].
The third limitation follows from introducing additional interference to the uncertainty assessment, such as employing a robot arm in order to move the EM sensor.
The metallic and electrical components may create EM field distortion, and mechanical deformation of the arm may add further error to the measurement [55, 81, 82].
The robot arm protocol was utilized by Shen et al. who, in a first study, quantified
the positional accuracy as a function of translation in a CT scanner environment [81],
and, in a second study, the positional accuracy as a function of rotation in a CT
scanner environment [82].
Earlier studies were limited by coupling translation and rotation displacements,
partial assessment, or inexact evaluation. There is a need for a comprehensive study
to harmonize earlier EM tracking characterizations in a unified method, reconfirm
observations made in different physical environments, and provide solid experimental
data for our own operating theater.
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Materials and methods

In this study, we prevented any sensor translation while in rotation, or sensor rotation
while in translation, in order to independently quantify the variations of position and
orientation uncertainties. Plastic scaffolds, whose properties have a negligible effect
on the EM field, provided guidance of the sensor to repeatable poses. The presented
methods can be adjusted in order to reproduce this protocol with other EM systems
(i.e. different tracking volume or sensor size), or other tracking technologies. We
conducted the EM measurement uncertainty quantifications in control, clinical, 3D
cone beam CT (CBCT) system, and CT scanner environments. The clinical, CBCT,
and CT scanner environments were situated in the same OR.

3.3.1

Experimental setup

In this study, we investigated the tracking performance of an alternating current (AC)
based NDI Aurora V2 along with its 5 degrees of freedom (DOF) “FlexCord (Standard)” sensor. According to the manufacturer’s specifications, the system provides
sub-millimetric and sub-degree measurement accuracies. Moreover, the field generator can transmit magnetic fields over a volume of 500 × 500 × 500 mm3 . Further
details can be found in [108]. While 6-DOF sensors have the advantage of providing
measurements of their roll angle, many computer assisted procedures employ 5-DOF
because of their smaller size [31] when roll angle measurements are not needed.
To decouple errors due to sensor position from those due to sensor orientation,
two repeatability scaffold devices were designed and manufactured by a Dimension
SST 1200es (Stratasys, Eden Prairie, USA). The rapid prototyper printed with fast
deposition modeling (FDM) using ABSplus thermoplastic material with a resolution
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Figure 3.1: Control environment. The base, firmly holding the FG (left) and a scaffold
(right), was placed on a wooden table. The global coordinate system is
displayed on the FG
of 0.25 mm. The two designed scaffolds enforced constrains in the placement of the
sensor; the rotation scaffold ensured the placement of the sensor at a fixed position
but at various orientations. The translation scaffold ensured the placement of the
sensor at a fixed orientation but at various positions2 .
The rotation scaffold employs 65 converging paths to study measurement errors
caused by rotating the sensor to various orientations without changing the sensor
position. The paths are sized to accept a custom plastic inserter in a non-interfering
fit (Figure 3.1). The inserter, by means of several clips, firmly held and guided the
sensor to the exact same position.
The translation scaffold employs 49 parallel paths to study measurement errors
caused by translating the sensor to various positions without changing the sensor
orientation. The paths are regularly distributed in a 100 × 100 × 100 mm3 volume
(Figure 3.2).
2

The scaffolds’ STL files will be provided upon request to the corresponding author so that the
experiments can be repeated by other groups.
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Figure 3.2: CBCT environment. The experimental setup was placed midway between
the source and the receiver of a CBCT scanner
A measurement base was designed with the following characteristics: First, it
firmly held the field generator (FG) in place. Second, it provided repeatable uncertainty assessments when changing the environment. Third, the scaffolds were in turn
inserted into a fitting socket, so that the sensor’s pose in the middle path of the
translation scaffold coincided with its pose in the top path of the rotation scaffold. In
order to evaluate measurement uncertainties in a realistic surgical working volume,
the center of each scaffold was located approximately at X= -50, Y= 0, and Z= -300
mm in the EM tracker’s global coordinate frame, illustrated in Figure 3.1. All further
numerical values will also be expressed in this coordinate system. The base was built
from wood, whose magnetic permeability is approximately the same as air; hence,
the base did not alter either the FG’s magnetic field or potential influence from the
operating table.
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Experimental procedure

The EM sensor was manually introduced into each path of the respective scaffolds with
an arbitrary orientation around its roll axis. Once inserted to the end of the path,
a 10-second data stream of approximately 400 measurement samples was recorded
using the NDI Toolbox software. Approximately 570 measurements were collected
within the CT environments, due to the pace of the scanner to image the complete
working volume.
Control environment: In order to provide a baseline for our results, the first
experiments were conducted in a control environment. The experimental setup was
positioned on a custom-made wooden table which enabled collections of data within a
setup free from interference (Figure 3.1). No other object was present within 1 meter
around the FG. Moreover in this environment, we also assessed the repeatability of
the position and orientation measurements by performing fifteen sensor placements
in the translation scaffold.
Clinical environment: In the clinical environment, the experimental setup was
positioned on a carbon-fiber operating table, located midway between a CBCT and
a CT scanner (Figure 3.3). Separated by a distance of 2 meters, the CBCT and CT
scanners were fully powered and not emitting X-rays during the entire process of data
collection, simulating a surgical setting.
CBCT environment: In the CBCT environment, the tracked sensor and scaffolds
were placed midway between the source and the receiver of the flat panel fluoroscope
(Innova 4100, GE Healthcare, Buc, France), on a carbon-fiber operating table (Figure
3.2). For each path, EM tracking uncertainties were studied during X-ray emission
from the fluoroscope. In order to determine the potential dynamic distortion from
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Figure 3.3: Clinical environment. The CBCT and CT scanners were placed approximately 1 meter away from the FG
X-rays, measurements were also acquired and compared in three distinct situations:
before, during, and after X-ray emission.
CT scanner environment: In a CT scanner environment (Figure 3.4), the measurement base was placed so that the converging position of the scaffolds’ middle path
was located in the middle of the CT gantry (Lightspeed+ XCR, General Electric,
Milwaukee, USA). In order to evaluate the dynamic distortion caused by the motion
or the scanning process of the scanner, three CT conditions were assessed: CT static
and not scanning; CT moving (over 100 mm) and not scanning; and CT moving and
scanning.

3.3.3

Tracking performance analysis

Given the known geometry of the scaffold, the transformation

Scaf T

Pi

(Figure 3.5)

from each path i in {P i} to the scaffold’s reference frame {Scaf } was computed. In
an interference-free environment, the transformations

F GT

Pi

from {P i} to the EM

tracker’s reference frame {F G} are given by the EM tracking system.

F GT

Scaf

was
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Figure 3.4: CT scanner environment. The experimental setup was placed within a
CT scanner gantry

Figure 3.5: Coordinate systems and transformations
calculated by rigidly registering

Scaf T

Pi

to

F GT

Pi

using Arun’s least square method

[1]. Arun’s rigid registration matched position measurements to their corresponding
positions in the scaffold’s reference frame. Therefore, the ground truth
computed by

F GT

Pi

=

F GT

the direct measurements

Scaf

F GT

Pi

F GT

Pi

was

· Scaf T P i , and was used to evaluate the accuracy of
by the EM tracker.

The position accuracy Accp for each path was determined from the Euclidean
distance between the mean measurement position vector P̄ and the corresponding
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ground truth position vector PGT . Therefore Accp is defined by the norm:

Accp =k PGT − P̄ k

(3.1)

The sensor’s orientation was computed by converting the measured quaternion q,


defined as q = q0 q1 q2 q3 T , into a rotation matrix R defined as following:


2q22

2q32
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2(q1 q3 − q0 q2 ) 2(q2 q3 + q0 q1 ) 1 − 2q12 − 2q22

(3.2)

The last column of the rotation matrix represents the longitudinal axis of the EM
sensor, as defined by the manufacturer. Once the longitudinal axes from a data stream
were extracted, the average and normalized axis Ā of the path was computed.
The orientation accuracy Acco for each path i was computed as:
Acco = acosd(Āi · Āi+1 ) − ΨGT , with acosd(Āi · Āi+1 ) representing the angle between
the axes of two consecutive measured paths Āi and Āi+1 , and ΨGT representing the
corresponding known ground truth angle.
The position precision σp for each path was defined as the standard deviation of all
the measurements Pj , with j=1,2,..,N and N the number of measurements
recorded
s
N
P
in the data stream. Therefore, the position precision was: σp = N1
(Pj − P̄)2 .
j=1

Similarly, the orientation precision σo for each path was computed based on the
standard deviation of all the measurements of sensor axes Aj . Therefore,
v
u
N
u1 X
t
σo =
(acosd(Aj · Ā))2
N j=1

(3.3)
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Data was assembled into four categories: position statistics as the sensor was
translated within the translation scaffold; position statistics as the sensor was rotated within the rotation scaffold; orientation statistics during translation within the
translation scaffold; orientation statistics during rotation within the rotation scaffold.
For the CT scanner environment where substantial tracking error is expected,
a static pre-operative calibration was performed to compensate for the tracking errors due to high magnetic field distortion. For that, we first collected the data for
calibration as explained in section 3.3.2 (experimental procedure) for several gantry
positions over the measurement volume in the CT scanner. Second, we computed the
mean measurement error E for each path of the two scaffolds, where each column
of E corresponded to the error in each DOF (X, Y, Z, q0 , q1 , q2 ). Note that q3 = 0
because the roll angle was not measured. Third, we employed a custom Matlab code
to model the tracking errors with a fourth-order polynomial [37]. For example, the
nth degree of freedom measurement error was modeled as a function of measurement
pose (X, Y, Z, q0 , q1 , q2 ):

En =

K
X

s

t

u

(cpn,j · X sj Y tj Z uj + cqn,j · q0j q1j q2 j )

(3.4)

j=1

where K = 35 is the number of coefficients required for the fourth-order polynomial
fitting and sj , tj , uj are the nonnegative powers such that 0 ≤ sj + tj + uj ≤ 4 and all
the permutations of {sj , tj , uj } are unique. cp and cq, computed from the calibration
data, were used to compensate the measurement errors. For further details about
this technique, please refer to the works of Ikits et al. [37] and Kindratenko [39].
The mean root-mean-square (RMS) accuracies, 95% confidence intervals (CI), as
well as the RMS precisions of the tracker in each environment were found. Note that
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Table 3.2: Accuracies and precisions of the Aurora tracker within a control, a clinical,
a CBCT, and CT scanner environments. Position values are in millimeters,
and orientation values are in degrees

Orientation

Position

Control

Clinical

CBCT

CT static

CT moving

X-ray off

X-ray off

X-ray on

Translation

Accuracy RMS
Precision RMS
Accuracy 95 CI

0.7
0.1
1.2

1.4
0.1
2.2

3.2
0.2
4.6

5.2
0.1
8.2

5.1
0.6
9.5

5.0
1.7
8.4

Rotation

Accuracy RMS
Precision RMS
Accuracy 95 CI

1.3
0.1
1.8

1.2
0.3
1.9

4.0
0.1
8.2

25.4
0.1
36.0

27.0
3.2
45.0

26.9
1.9
38.6

Translation

Accuracy RMS
Precision RMS
Accuracy 95 CI

0.8
0.0
1.3

0.8
0.0
1.3

1.6
0.0
3.1

1.7
0.0
2.9

2.0
0.0
3.0

1.9
0.2
3.1

Rotation

Accuracy RMS
Precision RMS
Accuracy 95 CI

0.4
0.1
1.5

1.0
0.1
2.1

1.7
0.5
3.4

5.2
0.0
8.2

5.8
0.2
9.7

5.7
0.3
6.9

the system control unit of the Aurora did not return any measurement for particular sensor poses in the CT environment due to substantial field distortions. These
non-visible paths were therefore not considered in the uncertainty assessment. As
a result, RMS accuracies and precisions reflect successful measurements returned by
the tracking system. Finally, paired-sample t-tests – or two-sample t-tests when the
size of the data sets differed – were computed to compare the environments.

3.4

Results

Measurement uncertainties from the different environments are tabulated in table 3.2,
and further represented as box plots in Figure 3.6. In the control environment, RMS
position and orientation measurement repeatabilities were 0.4 mm and 0.9 degrees
respectively, and tracking accuracies were similar to the corresponding values reported
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by the manufacturer. The clinical environment was slightly more distorted due to the
surrounding equipment. Within the 3D CBCT environment, tracking errors were
on average three times higher than under the control setting. The most distorted
environment was the CT scanner, with an average tracking error twelve times higher
than the control one. Indeed, many of the paths pointing towards the FG could not
be sensed by the EMTS in the CT environment.
Increased measurement errors were observed when the sensor was positioned towards the extremities of the measurement volume, as illustrated in Figure 3.7, and
when inserted in deeper paths. Furthermore, the highest accuracy errors were detected when the sensor was oriented closer to the Z axis (longitudinal axis of the
FG), both pointing away or toward from the FG.
Tracking precision is characterized in Figure 3.7. In order to fit into the graph,
deviations within the CT scanner were plotted with a lower scaling factor. Sensor
readings were repeatedly found to be spread out along the Z axis. In our setups,
we observed that the more the environment was distorted, the more this precision
pattern was pronounced. In fact, within the CT scanner, distortion along the Z axis
was approximately twice as high as those along the X and Y axes.
CBCT imaging influence on uncertainties: The measurement uncertainties were
not significantly influenced by X-ray fluoroscopy (0.4 ≤ t<2.0, 0.06 ≤ p ≤ 0.7).
Equivalent accuracy distributions were observed throughout the three X-ray situations.
Dynamic effects of CT motions and scanning: As tabulated in table 3.2, consistent results throughout the three CT conditions were observed. Position measurement
accuracies as a function of translation and rotation, were not significantly different
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Figure 3.6: Position (a) and orientation (b) measurement errors within the assessed
environments. The box plots display the EMTS characteristics (median,
25th and 75th percentiles, and extreme non-outlying errors) as a function
of translation (left-sided box plots) and rotation (right-sided box plots)
whether or not the CT was moving or scanning. This implies that static errors predominated over the potential dynamic errors. Conversely, orientation measurement
accuracies as a function of translation significantly differed whether the CT was in
motion or not (t(32) = 2.6, p = 0.01). This implies that the motion of the CT scanner had significantly introduced dynamic errors to the orientation measurements as
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Figure 3.7: Precision of the position measurements as a function of translation within
the assessed environments. The crosses represent the ground truth position. The ellipses, centered on the corresponding mean position measurement, represent the scaled precision. For the CT environment, ellipses
are scaled down 20 times compared to the ones in other environments.
Table 3.3: Accuracies of the calibrated measurements under three CT conditions.
Values are in millimeters and degrees

Orientation

Position

CT static

CT moving

X-ray off

X-ray off

X-ray on

Translation

Accuracy RMS
Accuracy 95 CI

1.5
2.6

2.5
4.0

2.5
4.2

Rotation

Accuracy RMS
Accuracy 95 CI

3.6
6.3

3.5
5.5

4.8
8.6

Translation

Accuracy RMS
Accuracy 95 CI

0.9
1.7

0.7
1.1

0.7
1.1

Rotation

Accuracy RMS
Accuracy 95 CI

2.1
2.7

1.7
4.9

3.1
4.9

a function of translation.
Calibration of tracking measurements within CT scanner: Tabulated in table 3.3,
the calibration improved the average measurement accuracies by 50% to 85%. Improved accuracies were observed when the sensor was maintained with a constant
angle.
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Discussion

EM tracking has become promising for demanding surgical applications owing to its
small sensor size, and no line-of-sight restrictions. Nevertheless, its performance may
vary depending on the surrounding environment, and sensor pose. Tracking performance variations of an Aurora system were assessed as the sensor was translated then
rotated within a control, a clinical, a 3D CBCT, as well as CT scanner environments.
Position measurement accuracy and precision varied as a function of sensor translation and rotation. In fact, at a fixed sensor position in the clinical environment,
the systematic measurement error changed from 0.2 to 2.2 mm depending on the
sensor orientation. The disparity of measurement accuracies whether the sensor was
translated or rotated (position measurement error within the CT scanner was 5.0 mm
during translation vs. 26.9 mm during rotation) showed the importance of characterizing both position and orientation measurement errors as a function of both sensor
translation and rotation, in order to optimize the setup and the correction of systematic errors. Lower position measurement accuracy was observed when the sensor was
translated toward the edges of the measured volume and when the insertion depth
increased. This pattern may be explained by the fact that the center of the scaffold’s
measurement volume was placed at the most efficient tracking location. As a result,
the more the sensor was moved away from the efficient location, the more the tracking performance decreased. Compared to the baseline results, position errors were
double in the clinical environment, six times higher within the CBCT setting, and
twelve times higher within the CT scanner environment, confirming previous studies
[8, 35, 53].
Similarly, orientation measurement accuracy was improved when the sensor was
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oriented along the vertical axis of the FG. Furthermore, we noticed that the paths
oriented along the FG longitudinal axis, and pointing away or toward the FG, always
had diminished performance in every environment. While this pattern may be caused
by some printing default, the resolution of the used 3D printer was approximately
0.25 mm. Nevertheless, the accuracy errors measured in the control environment
were extremely low, even for this altered path. This involved having the 3D printings accurately printed from the sketch drawings. In order for us to be even more
convinced about this eventual printing default, we rotated the scaffold 90 degrees
within the base. We found similar results compared to the earlier ones and confirmed
the pattern. Compared to the baseline results, orientation errors were double in the
clinical environment, four times higher within the CBCT setting, as well as fourteen
times higher within the CT scanner environment. Although it is not surprising that
the properties of the surrounding environment have a major effect on tracking uncertainties, we noticed that within the CT gantry, many of the paths were not visible by
the Aurora system.
Accordingly, the Aurora device is adequate for a variety of surgical procedures,
such as pedicle screw insertion [67] or tumor therapy [45], within a clinical environment. Although higher measurement errors were observed within the CBCT scanner,
equivalent accuracy distributions were obtained when the experiments were repeated.
Consequently, errors are systematic and can be minimized using a high order polynomial fit or other correction schemes. In addition, EM tracking can still provide
valuable assistance to procedures within a CT scanner environment, such as lung or
other tissue biopsies [45], and may reduce the number of verification scans needed
to validate the placement of surgical instruments, such as needles for percutaneous
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interventions. The errors found in these experiments are lower than those found by
Yaniv et al., who studied the position and rotation measurement errors during sensor translation [112]. Nevertheless, Yaniv et al. concluded that the Aurora system
was accurate enough for their purposes, in particular for thoracic-abdominal procedures [112]. Maier-Hein et al. found that other available EM systems could be more
accurate and robust than the Aurora, in close proximity of a CT scanner [53].
Although the measurement accuracies can be improved, the tracker’s visibility
issues in the CT environments remain a challenge. Multimodal or monomodal sensor fusion using Kalman filters [72–74] may temporarily compensate for the failures
of tracking visibility and improve the measurement quality, while maintaining the
advantages of EM tracking.
This work primarily described the assessment procedure for characterizing the
static measurement error. This can help compare the impact of various environments
on tracking error and decide whether the EM tracking technology is appropriate for a
specific procedure. In other words, if static tracking errors are superior to the application’s requirements, EM technology may not be suitable. There are also additional
tracking errors that are introduced depending on the dynamic nature of the application. For example, sampling rate and measurement latency are important elements
to consider. It was shown that sampling rate of 25-30 Hz is adequate for navigation
with a human operator, while higher sampling rates may be required when navigation
is operated robotically [112]. Navigation speed is another important element to consider. The majority of procedures involve careful and slow motions of instruments due
to patient safety and they can be considered quasi-static. However, for fast motions,
the undesired dynamic errors may be noticeable and can be minimized via statistical
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filtering [39], such as Kalman filters. In fact, this study is a necessary step for the
modeling of random measurement errors used in Kalman filters.

3.6

Conclusion

A complete characterization of the EM tracking system is necessary whether it is used
for sole tracking assistance or combined with another tracking technology. This paper presented comprehensive and consistent assessments of the NDI Aurora tracking
accuracy and precision by means of a simple, reliable, and highly repeatable method.
Improved measurement accuracies were observed when the sensor was held along the
vertical axis of the FG. In practice, it is recommended to align this axis in the direction where the most motion is expected. We observed that EM tracking within
a clinical environment provides satisfactory measurements for a variety of potential
surgical procedures. Tracking errors within the CBCT environment were systematic and therefore can be minimized. In fact, we did not find significant influence
(0.06 ≤ p ≤ 0.7) on the EM tracking performance from X-ray fluoroscopy using the
CBCT scanner. EM tracking is therefore promising for surgeries that may require the
use of a CBCT, in combination with an error minimization method. While tracking
within a CT scanner gantry is difficult, dynamic errors introduced by the motion and
scanning process of the scanner were not significant compared to the inherent influence of the CT scanner itself. The implemented calibration improved by 50 to 85%
the measurement accuracy of the tracking system, becoming sufficiently accurate for
many surgical procedures. EM tracking appears to be a convenient tool for use in a
variety of surgical navigation systems.
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Chapter 4
Improved electromagnetic tracking for catheter
path reconstruction in high-dose-rate
brachytherapy

1

Purpose Electromagnetic (EM) tracking assistance for ultrasound-guided high-doserate (HDR) prostate brachytherapy has recently been introduced in order to enable
prompt and uncomplicated reconstruction of catheter paths. However, EM tracking
is prone to measurement errors which can compromise the outcome of the procedure.
Minimizing these errors is therefore paramount.
Methods An extended Kalman filter (EKF) was employed to statistically improve
the EM tracking accuracy, as it provides the ability to combine the nonlinear kinematic model of an EM sensor inside the catheter, with both the position and orientation measurements of that EM sensor. The formulation of the kinematic model was
1
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based on the nonholonomic motion constraints of the EM sensor inside the catheter.
Experimental verification was carried out in a clinical HDR suite. Ten catheters were
inserted with mean curvatures varying from 0 m−1 to 6.6 m−1 in a phantom. A miniaturized Ascension (Burlington, Vermont, U.S.A.) trakSTAR EM sensor (model 55)
was threaded within each catheter at various speeds ranging from 8.8 to 25.2 mm·s−1 .
The sensitivity of our nonholonomic EKF method to sensor velocity and path curvature was determined. Finally, the nonholonomic EKF catheter path reconstructions
were compared to the reconstructions provided by the manufacturer’s filters under
default settings, namely the AC wide notch and the DC adaptive filter.
Results Reconstruction errors were reduced by 46% using the nonholonomic EKF,
which surpassed the performance of the manufacturer’s filters by 21%. The associated
precision errors were also reduced by 53% and 20% respectively. Path reconstruction
accuracies were predominantly impacted by the position of the EM field transmitter
(p ≤ 0.01).
Conclusions The advanced nonholonomic EKF is effective in reducing EM measurement errors when reconstructing catheter paths, is robust to path curvature and
sensor speed, and runs in real-time. Our approach is promising for a plurality of
clinical applications involving the tracking of nonholonomic systems.

4.1

Introduction

Prostate cancer remains a major cause of death for men [104]. Over the past two
decades, brachytherapy has proven to be a definitive treatment for early-stage, localized prostate cancer [83]. The required brachytherapy can be delivered either using
permanent implantation of low-dose-rate radioactive seeds, or a temporary implant
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Figure 4.1: EM tracking assistance for an HDR brachytherapy procedure. In order
to reconstruct the catheter paths with respect to the TRUS images of the
prostate gland, the catheters and the TRUS probe are tracked by EM
sensors. {Cath} is the coordinate frame attached to the sensor placed
inside the catheter, and {P robe} is the coordinate frame attached to the
EM sensor mounted on the TRUS probe. The reference frame for TRUS
image scan plane is denoted {SP }
involving a high-dose-rate radioactive source. In a low-dose-rate procedure, once radioactive seeds are permanently placed, they cannot be repositioned for radiation dose
correction and optimization. Conversely, high-dose-rate (HDR) brachytherapy offers
improved dose distribution by means of optimization of the treatment plan (source
positioning, and dwell times), resulting in excellent tumor control while sparing normal tissue [83].
In order to optimize the dose distribution, the HDR treatment planning algorithm
requires the exact localization of the implanted catheters with respect to the prostate
and the surrounding anatomy. Additionally, given the high doses of radiation, it is
vital that the reconstructed volume used during planning remains unchanged during
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dose delivery. For each treatment fraction, such accurate post-implantation localization can be achieved using a computed tomography (CT) scanner. However, catheter
displacements of up to 24 mm in between the planning CT scan and treatment delivery [100] have been observed due to patient transportation, prostatic edema, etc..
This can lead to a significant under-dosage of tumor or over-dosage of healthy tissue
[83].
Alternatively, the volume can be reconstructed using transrectal ultrasound (TRUS)
images, eliminating the need for patient transportation to CT and minimizing patient
movements. In this case, catheters are implanted under the real-time TRUS guidance, the treatment volume with the catheter array is reconstructed using the TRUS
images, and an optimized dose distribution is computed and delivered. In this approach, however, accurate reconstruction of catheters using intra-operative TRUS
images poses a major challenge, due to the echogenicity property of catheters, poor
and noisy image quality, and lower image resolution for catheters far from the probe.
Bharat et al. included sample images illustrating the laboriousness involved in the
manual identification of the catheters on TRUS images [6]. TRUS limitations make
catheter identifications time-consuming, and challenging.
Therefore, there is a need for accurate catheter reconstruction using a complementary technology. Among other available clinical instrumentation options, electromagnetic (EM) tracking appears to be promising for localizing the implanted catheters.
The tracking is based on the principle of mutual induction, in which one or more
known local EM fields are generated by transmitters to localize EM sensors placed
within the field. This technology has been successfully integrated into several commercial products and applied in various interventions [14, 28]. This popularity is
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primarily due to small sensor size, freedom from line-of-sight restrictions, and ability
to track medical instruments inside the patient’s body, which makes it particularly
useful for guiding and localizing catheters, guidewires, and needles.
The concept of EM assistance for HDR brachytherapy can be implemented clinically as illustrated in Figure 4.1. In order to reconstruct a catheter path with respect
to the prostate volume, the catheter path and TRUS images of the prostate can be
both represented in the same reference coordinate frame {EM S}. In this case, a
miniaturized EM sensor is threaded into the catheter in order to observe its path.
Furthermore, the TRUS probe can be tracked using a large EM sensor, and the TRUS
image scan planes {SP } can be registered to the TRUS probe {P robe} through wellestablished calibration methods [18]. Therefore, the catheter path can be represented
with respect to the TRUS images using the following equation:

SP T

Cath

= SP T P robe · (EM S T P robe )−1 · EM S T Cath

(4.1)

The tracking system provides the transformations EM S T P robe , from {P robe} to {EM S},
and EM S T Cath , from the catheter sensor {Cath} to {EM S}. The calibration step establishes the transformation

SP T

P robe

, from {P robe} to {SP }. Finally, the DICOM

(digital imaging and communication in medicine) TRUS images and the catheter
path reconstructions expressed as a structure set are exported to Oncentra [105] for
treatment planning.
However, EM measurements are often noisy, inaccurate, and require further processing [39]. This is due to EM field distortion caused by the presence of magnetic or
electrically conductive objects, such as imaging devices, equipment (monitors, tables,
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Figure 4.2: 3D plot of a sample path reconstruction using the nonholonomic EKF
filter (blue square), the raw measurements (red circles), and the manufacturer’s filters (green stars). Orientation measurements (shown with the
green arrows) provide valuable information regarding the sensor’s direction of motion. The nonholonomic EKF exploits the additional orientation observations in its formulation.
etc.), and medical instruments [52]. The interference results in tracking errors ranging from a few millimeters in research environments to several centimeters in clinical
environments [43, 52, 102]. Ascension Technology Corporation (Burlington, Vermont,
U.S.A.) provides several general purpose filters to reduce the noise in both position
and orientation measurements [2]. Indeed, the ‘AC wide notch’ and ‘DC adaptive
filter’ are employed by default by the Ascension trakSTAR system to eliminate sinusoidal and high frequency noise. We will later refer to these default trakSTAR filters
as the ‘manufacturer’s filters’. Currently, EM tracking-based catheter path reconstruction relies on the position measurements provided by these generalized filters,
and disregards paramount information, such as orientation measurements and the
specific kinematics of the sensor inside the catheter path. For example, Figure 4.2
demonstrates valuable information provided by the orientation measurements that
can help predict sensor position and supplement the position measurements; the arrows display the direction of motion of the sensor in a real catheter path and are
recovered using the orientation measurements (for the arrows’ direction). This major
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oversight may occasion the measurement error to be inefficiently attenuated.
In order to minimize EM measurement errors and uncertainty, we propose to
employ an extended Kalman filter (EKF) and combine the direct noisy EM sensor
measurements with prior knowledge of catheter paths, formulated as nonholonomic
motion constraints. Indeed, EKF can accommodate the nonlinear kinematic motion
of the sensor inside the HDR catheter. This approach builds upon a previously
demonstrated concept [49]. In this paper, we present the complete implementation
of the method and validation experiments conducted in actual HDR brachytherapy
suite. Typical clinical instruments, such as the stepper and the TRUS probe, known to
distort the EM field, were present in this environment. We further tested our catheter
path reconstruction method in detailed analysis of sensitivity and robustness of the
nonholonomic EKF by varying pertinent parameters.

4.2

Background

The feasibility and accuracy of catheter path reconstruction using EM tracking have
been recently studied.
Zhou et al. focused on HDR brachytherapy application [114]. The tracking performance was considered to be contingent on several factors, including sampling frequency and the surrounding instruments; applying further EM tracking error minimization methods was also suggested. Similarly, a study performed by Nicolae et
al. suggested that the use of EM tracking has great potential for catheter reconstructions in HDR prostate brachytherapy [60]. Mehrtash et al. studied catheter
placement by means of EM tracking, for gynecological procedures; a mean targeting error of 2.9 mm was observed [54]. Another study conducted by Condino et al.
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evaluated catheter tracking for arterial cannulation interventions [22]. No significant
difference was found between their traditional fluoroscopic guidance method and an
EM tracking-based method, except for a reduction in radiation exposure and contrast
medium administration. Damato et al. employed EM tracking for quality assurance
[23]. In their paper, possible errors in CT scanning-based path reconstructions are
detected by means of complementary EM catheter tracking. Finally, two studies proposed to process EM tracking measurements to enhance the path reconstructions.
Bharat et al. mapped prostate HDR catheters on EM-tracked TRUS images using a
static calibration scheme [6]; however, performance was reported to decline as the surrounding equipment was moved around. In fact, any change in the environment not
only invalidates static calibrations, but can also potentially exacerbate measurement
errors. A study by Poulin et al. was performed on EM tracking for path reconstructions using a general MATLAB smoothing function to fit the noisy catheter
trajectories [65]. While the use of EM tracking was found to be significantly more
accurate and precise than the conventional radiographic method, they suggested to
adjoin a catheter optimization algorithm to the EM tracking.
While these current techniques may allow some tracking error reduction, they do
not provide optimal error minimization as they rely on generalized filter formulations
and disregard the orientation measurements. Therefore, specialized filters can be
developed in order to improve the EM tracking performance for specific applications.
In turn, we propose to enhance catheter path reconstructions by means of a specialized
nonholonomic EKF; in fact, the advanced filter combines the noisy position and
orientation EM observations with some prior knowledge of catheter paths, including
the nonholonomic motion constraints.
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Materials and methods

The performance of an EM tracking system for catheter path reconstruction can be
significantly improved by integrating prior knowledge of the nonholonomic motion
model with the instantaneous EM sensory observations.

4.3.1

Extended Kalman filtering and fusion process

In order to provide a reliable reconstruction of the catheter path, an EKF estimates
~ k , expressed in the tracker’s global coordinate systhe sensor’s measurements {EM S} X
tem {EM S}, defined as:

T
~
{EM S} Xk = xk yk zk ak ek rk

where

T

denotes transpose.

~

{EM S} Xk

(4.2)

contains both the position x, y, z and orienta-

tion a, e, r (expressing the azimuth, elevation, and roll Euler angles) of the sensor at
discrete time steps k.
The nonholonomic EKF recursively estimates the state vector

~

{EM S} Xk+1

in two

steps: prediction and correction. First, the ‘prediction step’ propagates the previous
state through a process model; then, the ‘correction step’ incorporates the obtained
measurements from the EM system to correct the predictions. Kalman filters are
well-established, and readers are referred to the introductory materials published in
[99] for further detail. The specificity of our filter for catheter tracking relies on
its ‘process model’, whose definition is based on the sensor’s nonholonomic motion
constraints. The remaining of this subsection introduces the nonholonomic kinematic
process model.
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Nonholonomic motion model: Nonholonomic systems have constraints expressed
in terms of coordinate velocities [13]. We hypothesise that kinematics of an EM sensor
inside a catheter have nonholonomic constraints, prohibiting sideways motions. In
turn, instantaneous lateral motions of the sensor’s tip are impracticable. Hence,
the sensor’s motion constraints are similar to those of unicycles, airplanes, or needles
used in medical procedures, in the sense that lateral movement is constrained. Needle
motion models have been studied in the literature [25, 63, 93, 97]. Because sensors do
not have asymmetrical tips, we will model arising nonholonomic kinematic constraints
by adapting those of needles [25, 97].
The model setup can be mathematically expressed by attaching a local coordinate
frame {B} to the tip of the sensor, such that the

{B} x

axis is aligned to the direction

of forward motion (Figure 4.3). The linear and angular velocities of the sensor in
{B} can be considered as a twist [25, 63, 93], due to the fact that the motion consists
of a rotation around the
{B} Vk

{B} x

axis and a translation along the same axis. This twist

takes the following form:

T
~
{B} Vk = u v w p q s

(4.3)

The sensor’s linear velocities u, v, w, and the body-fixed rotation rates p, q, s are also
depicted in Figure 4.3. Motions along the body’s lateral axes are impeded; thus
v = w = 0 and:


T

~ = u 0 0 p q s

{B} Vk

In equivalent vector and matrix notation, the vector

(4.4)
~

{B} Vk

relates to the matrix
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, such that if

T
~
{B} Vk = ϑ1 ϑ2 ϑ3 ω1 ω2 ω3

then

{B} Vk

(4.5)

is characterized by:



0
−ω
ω
ϑ
3
2
1




 ω3
0 −ω1 ϑ2 



{B} Vk = 
−ω

ω
0
ϑ
 2
1
3


0
0
0
0

(4.6)

~ k , describing the position and orientation of {B} relative
The state vector {EM S} X
to the global coordinate frame {EM S}, is converted to a 4 × 4 matrix

{EM S} Xk

of

the special Euclidean group, such that:

{EM S} Xk



Rk pk 
=

0 1

(4.7)

where Rk is the rotation matrix belonging to the special orthogonal group, and pk
the translation vector. Given
in {EM S} is related to

{B} Vk

{EM S} Xk ,

the sensor’s tip velocity

{EM S} Ẋk

expressed

such that:

{EM S} Ẋk

Under the assumption that the twist

={EM S} Xk ·

{B} Vk

{B} Vk

(4.8)

is constant during the sampling time dt,
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Figure 4.3: A miniaturized EM sensor is inserted inside an HDR catheter. The body
fixed coordinate frame, {B}, is attached to the sensor tip.
the solution to this differential equation is given by:

{EM S} Xk+1

={EM S} Xk · exp(dt ·

{B} Vk )

(4.9)

In turn, the state transition between discrete time steps k and k + 1 is governed
by equation 4.9, which is used as our nonholonomic EKF process model.

4.3.2

Experimental setup and procedure

To replicate an HDR brachytherapy scenario, a template-based phantom was manufactured by a Dimension SST 1200es (Stratasys, Eden Prairie, USA) rapid prototyper
with a resolution of 0.25 mm. The phantom consists of a series of seven parallel rectangular templates, each with a thirteen by thirteen grid of openings, to allow for a
large number (approximately 4 · 1015 ) of catheter configurations (Figure 4.4). These
openings are sized to firmly hold 15 gauge catheters, and are spaced by intervals of
5 mm. In addition, two rails are used to space the rectangular templates by multiples
of 15 mm. In this work, the templates were positioned at regular distance intervals
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Figure 4.4: The phantom rigidly holds ten HDR catheters. The reference sensor
(model 800) and its associated coordinate frame {Ref } are shown
of 30 mm. The insertion depth of the catheter within the phantom was therefore
180 mm. A slot was also included in the design of the phantom in order to embed an
EM reference sensor.
Ten 15 gauge flexineedle (Best Medical International Inc., Springfield, VA) catheters
were placed arbitrarily and were rigidly maintained by the phantom. These 10 catheters
had mean curvatures varying from 0 m−1 to 6.6 m−1 . Path curvatures were computed
following Cauchy’s definition.
In order to mimic real intervention conditions, the experimental setup was positioned on an HDR treatment table (Figure 4.5), where metallic stirrups were attached
and potentially interfered with the EM field. While not located in close proximity
to the tracking volume, instruments surrounding the setup may have contributed to
further field distortions. The TRUS probe was mounted on a stepper which allowed
to translate and maintain the transducer beneath the inserted catheters.
We used an Ascension trakSTAR EM tracking system, a model 800 sensor, and a
model 55 sensor. In order to track displacements of the setup, the model 800 sensor
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Figure 4.5: Experimental setup in the HDR suite, including the stepper and TRUS
probe. The EM tracking system’s coordinate frame, {EM S} attached
to the field transmitter, and {Ref } attached to the reference sensor, are
illustrated
was used as a reference sensor (see Figure 4.4). The model 55 sensor was small enough
(0.55 mm diameter) to pass through the catheter path and make observations (see
Figure 4.3). The DC-based tracking system was controlled by a computer using the
application provided by Ascension. Data was collected at a sampling rate of 60 Hz.

4.3.3

Performance evaluation

In order to simulate a realistic workflow in a clinical setting, the model 55 sensor
was manually threaded within each catheter in turn. Tracking data was acquired by
smoothly retracting the sensor from the tip of the catheter.
Sensor retractions were recorded a first time without employing the manufacturer’s filters, and a second time with applying the standard filters provided by the
manufacturer. To validate our filtering approach and compare its performance with
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general filtering methods, the nonholonomic EKF was applied on the measurements
acquired without the manufacturer’s filters.
In order to assess the impact of sensor retraction velocity on the estimations, three
sensor retractions were performed at low, medium, and high speeds. The retraction
speeds tried on the sensor were later assessed to range from 8.8 to 25.2 mm·s−1 . The
repeatability in our filter’s performance was evaluated by performing ten consecutive
sensor retractions within a given path.

4.3.3.1

Ground truth acquisition

Given the known geometry of the phantom, the configuration of each catheter within
the phantom was represented as a set of points whose coordinates were defined in
a phantom’s local coordinate frame {P h}. These coordinates were then expressed
in the coordinate frame of the reference sensor {Ref }, represented in Figure 4.4, by
rigidly registering {P h} to {Ref } using Arun’s least-squares minimization method
[1].

4.3.3.2

Uncertainty assessment

We defined a reconstruction error errj at each estimated position Pj , with j =
1, 2, . . . N , and N the number of measurement samples recorded for each catheter
path. Each errj was defined as the Euclidean distance between Pj and the closest
corresponding position Pej on the ground truth path. Therefore,

errj = Pj − Pej

(4.10)

Given all the errj , the accuracy and precision of each path reconstruction were
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inferred. The reconstruction accuracy was defined as the root-mean-square (RMS) of
the errj ; by contrast, the reconstruction precision was characterized as the standard
deviation of the errj .
The mean accuracy, the mean of the 95% confidence intervals (CI), the mean
precision, and the maximum error of the errj over the ten paths were computed.
Furthermore, the accuracies and precisions were measured and assembled as a function
of path curvature and retraction velocity. Two-sample t-tests were performed in order
to statistically compare the effectiveness of our approach with other filtering methods.

4.4

Results

Results are reported through two tables and two figures. In Figure 4.2, a sample
catheter path reconstruction is shown. Table 4.1 reports the average accuracy, precision, and 95% CI results, as well as the maximum reconstruction error assessed
over the ten path reconstructions. Moreover, Figure 4.6 illustrates the distribution
of the reconstruction errors over the ten paths. Finally, path reconstruction accuracy
results are broken down individually for each of the catheters, and tabulated along
with some of the path characteristics in Table 4.2.
Figure 4.2 illustrates a sample of catheter path reconstruction in 3-dimensions
(3D) using the nonholonomic EKF, as well as raw measurements and measurements
using the manufacturer’s filters; the ground truth is also displayed for comparison.
We observed that the path reconstruction estimated by our nonholonomic EKF outperformed the one using the manufacturer’s filters.
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Table 4.1: Path reconstruction errors of ten catheters. The EM sensor was retracted
at speeds approximating 15 mm·s−1 . Values are in millimeters

RMS Accuracy
Precision
95% CI
Max Error

Raw
measurements

Manufacturer’s
filters

Nonholonomic
EKF

3.5
1.7
6.2
13.5

2.4
1.0
3.9
8.0

1.9
0.8
3.1
5.9

Reconstruction results, based on ten distinct path reconstructions at manual sensor retraction speeds approximating 15 mm·s−1 , were tabulated in Table 4.1. Compared to the raw measurements, our nonholonomic EKF approach significantly improved (p ≤ 0.01) path reconstruction accuracies by 46% and precisions by 53%.
The mean error was reduced from 3.5 mm to 1.9 mm, and the associated 95% CI
was decreased from 6.2 mm to 3.1 mm. Compared to the manufacturer’s filters,
our nonholonomic EKF filter also significantly improved (p ≤ 0.01) path reconstruction accuracies by 21% and precisions by 20%. Furthermore, the repeatabilities in
reconstruction accuracy were assessed to be approximately 0.1 mm using the raw
measurements, the manufacturer’s filters approach, and the nonholonomic EKF technique.
The histogram in Figure 4.6 further represents the distribution of the path reconstruction errors. Reconstruction errors using the nonholonomic EKF technique
mainly fell between 1 and 3 mm. Moreover, catheter path reconstructions were
achieved with accuracy errors under 6 mm, as reported in Table 4.1; in comparison,
reconstructions of paths using both the raw measurements and the measurements
using the manufacturer’s filters resulted in sample errors exceeding 8 mm.
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Figure 4.6: The frequency of the reconstruction errors over the ten paths is illustrated.
For clarity, raw measurement errors higher than 10 mm are annexed to
those ranging from 9 to 10 mm
Table 4.2 lists the path reconstruction accuracies ± standard deviation as a function of the mean distance of the path relative to the transmitter. Moreover, results
of path reconstructions as a function of sensor retraction speed and path curvature
(i.e. path IDs #8-9-10, Table 4.2) were also categorized in Table 4.2. The performance of the path reconstructions did not follow an apparent trend when varying the
path curvature and sensor velocity. Instead, we observed that when the sensor was
retracted from a path farther from the transmitter (i.e. path IDs #1-5-7, Table 4.2),
there was a clinically significant increase in reconstruction error (p ≤ 0.01).

4.5

Discussion

An EKF was developed in order to accurately reconstruct catheter paths in HDR
prostate brachytherapy by combining the EM sensor information with the nonholonomic motion constraints of the catheter.
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Table 4.2: Path reconstruction RMS accuracies, as a function of the mean distance
from the field transmitter (FT) and mean path curvature. In path IDs #89-10 (with minimum, maximum, and moderate curvatures), several sensor
speeds were tried to assess the sensitivity of the nonholonomic EKF filter
to sensor retraction speed and path curvature. The tabulated values are
mean ± standard deviations
Curvature
Distance
Path
ID from FT (mm) (m−1 )

Speed
(mm·s−1 )

Raw measurement
Manufacturer’s
Nonholonomic EKF
accuracy (mm) filters accuracy (mm)
accuracy (mm)

1

259 ± 23

4.5 ± 2.9

15.3 ± 6.1

2.9 ± 1.3

2.2 ± 0.9

1.6 ± 0.7

2

260 ± 44

3.8 ± 2.5

19.0 ± 7.0

3.5 ± 1.9

2.2 ± 0.8

1.7 ± 0.6

3

265 ± 13

1.9 ± 1.6

14.1 ± 7.9

2.9 ± 1.4

2.2 ± 0.9

2.0 ± 0.8

4

267 ± 44

3.8 ± 2.5

16.2 ± 7.6

3.7 ± 2.0

2.3 ± 0.9

1.7 ± 0.7

5

274 ± 26

6.4 ± 5.7

15.9 ± 6.7

3.6 ± 1.8

2.6 ± 1.2

2.2 ± 1.0

6

281 ± 19

3.7 ± 3.1

14.8 ± 6.5

4.4 ± 2.1

2.5 ± 1.0

2.7 ± 1.3

7

294 ± 19

3.9 ± 1.8 15.5 ± 11.0

4.9 ± 2.4

3.8 ± 1.9

2.7 ± 1.3

8
8
8

234 ± 24
234 ± 24
234 ± 24

0.0 ± 0.0
0.0 ± 0.0
0.0 ± 0.0

7.4 ± 5.1
14.2 ± 5.7
14.2 ± 5.8

2.3 ± 1.0
2.3 ± 1.0
2.3 ± 1.0

1.7 ± 0.7
1.6 ± 0.7
1.8 ± 0.6

1.6 ± 0.7
1.6 ± 0.7
1.7 ± 0.6

9
9
9

260 ± 26
260 ± 26
260 ± 26

6.6 ± 6.1
6.6 ± 6.1
6.6 ± 6.1

9.8 ± 5.6
17.4 ± 7.5
23.6 ± 8.9

3.3 ± 1.6
3.2 ± 1.5
3.6 ± 1.6

2.4 ± 1.0
2.4 ± 1.0
2.5 ± 1.2

2.0 ± 0.9
1.5 ± 0.6
2.4 ± 0.9

10
10
10

267 ± 13
267 ± 13
267 ± 13

4.7 ± 3.9
4.7 ± 3.9
4.7 ± 3.9

8.8 ± 5.2
16.9 ± 8.3
25.2 ± 9.0

3.1 ± 1.5
3.1 ± 1.5
3.2 ± 1.5

2.1 ± 0.8
2.1 ± 0.8
2.2 ± 1.0

1.9 ± 0.7
1.8 ± 0.6
1.7 ± 0.7

Our nonholonomic EKF filter significantly enhanced the EM measurements’ accuracy compared to the general filters provided by the manufacturer. The performance
of the manufacturer’s filters presented in this paper is found to be in line with the
literature [54, 74, 114]. Newer EM tracking systems, such as the Aurora V2 and V3
systems (Northern Digital Inc., Waterloo, ON, Canada), with higher measurement
accuracies have been unveiled. However, their tracking performance is still bounded
by the inherent limitations of the EM technology. This study provides a proof-ofconcept of the nonholonomic EKF’s efficacy to enhance path reconstructions, and in
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the long run may be valuable to new generations of EM tracking systems.
HDR catheters traverse through soft tissue with various biomechanical properties, resulting in trajectories with a wide range of curvatures. In view of complexity
of catheter-soft tissue interaction, catheters were configured with an extreme range
of curvature in the phantom. The nonholonomic EKF was robust to both sensor
retraction velocities and path curvatures; in fact, path reconstruction accuracy did
not follow a clinically significant trend when the path curvature and sensor velocity
varied. A spatial accuracy tolerance of 3 mm for HDR prostate brachytherapy was
recommended [91]. Even for sensor velocities as high as 25 mm·s−1 and curvatures as
high as 6.6 m−1 , reconstruction performance using the advanced filter was consistent
with this clinical need.
While the HDR prostate brachytherapy setup may have distorted the EM field
[32], a higher tracking accuracy than expected was noted. In fact, a study was also
performed in a research environment [49]; raw measurement errors were 3.7 mm,
measurement errors using the manufacturer’s filters were 3.3 mm, and measurement
errors using the nonholonomic EKF filter were 2.7 mm [49]. Compared with these
figures, measurement errors in the brachytherapy suite were reduced to 3.5 mm (or
5%), 2.4 mm (or 27%), and 1.9 mm (or 30%) respectively. In the brachytherapy
suite, the field transmitter was installed closer to the complete target volume, which
may have resulted in the increase in tracking accuracy. It is therefore favorable to
maintain the EM transmitter at an optimum position relative to the clinical target
area in order to enhance EM measurements. The tracker’s measurement uncertainties
and advanced setup configurations have been assessed, and are abundantly present
in the literature [14, 28, 43, 47, 52, 102].
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The results presented in this paper show that catheter path reconstruction accuracies are in line with the clinical need. However, as explained in Section 4.1, TRUS
images and path reconstructions should be spatially calibrated. The inherent inaccuracies of such calibration procedures are expected to increase the reported path
reconstruction errors relative to the patient’s organs.
Conventional catheter identifications have been reported to be time-consuming
and challenging [6]. EM tracking assistance can substantially shorten this procedure
time. In fact, a typical retraction speed of 15 mm·s−1 was observed in this study; with
an insertion depth of 150 mm, insertion and retraction of the sensor in each catheter
path would span 20 seconds. Moreover, the proposed filter runs in real-time and
would not extend the treatment planning time. In turn, EM tracking may abbreviate
the reconstruction process time to a couple of minutes, and the translation of EM
tracking for path reconstructions to clinical procedures could be further encouraged
by the specialized filter presented in this paper.
In the envisioned clinical setup shown on Figure 4.1, the TRUS probe is directly
tracked using an EM sensor and we do not make use of the measurements of optical
encoders that most modern steppers provide. In turn, only two EM sensors {Cath}
and {P robe} are employed, and two sensor ports remain available on a standard
Ascension tracker. However, probe tracking may be challenged by the presence of
metallic objects surrounding the setup. Redundant tracking of both the probe and
the catheter could further increase the HDR path reconstruction accuracy with respect to the TRUS images. Our future work will further integrate such redundant
measurements with an algorithm which dynamically detects and compensates for the
EM field distortions [75] in order to improve the tracking performance of the TRUS
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probe and catheter paths.

4.6

Conclusion

This works provides proof of concept of the efficacy of a nonholonomic EKF to significantly enhance the accuracy of typical catheter path reconstructions using EM
tracking assistance. Our filter relies on the orientation and position measurements
of the EM sensor, as well as the nonholonomic motion constraints that apply to the
sensor. Specifically designed for reconstruction of catheter paths in HDR prostate
brachytherapy, this filter reduced EM path reconstruction errors from 3.5 mm to
1.9 mm, and surpassed the efficacy of the manufacturer’s filters by 21%. Compared
to a conventional method involving the manual identification of catheters on TRUS
images, reconstruction time can be shortened to 20 seconds for each catheter. The
impact of the environment, catheter curvature, and sensor velocity on the performance of our approach did not yield a significant trend. In contrast, a key-affecting
factor is the position of the transmitter relative to the target site. In summary, potential expansion of EM tracking assistance in HDR prostrate brachytherapy may be
advanced by our method. Our future work will look into the robust tracking of HDR
catheter paths by means of a simultaneous localization and mapping algorithm [75].
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Chapter 5
Robust electromagnetic tracking of ultrasound
probes in high-dose-rate brachytherapy

1

Purpose Electromagnetic (EM) tracking of transrectal ultrasound (TRUS) probes
can increase the accuracy, objectivity, and speed of planning a high-dose-rate (HDR)
prostate brachytherapy treatment. However, various instruments – including the
TRUS probe – may introduce dynamic distortions to the EM field, and compromise
the EM measurements. Basic filtering methods, such as those provided by manufacturers, are usually inefficient as they do not allow for field distortion compensation.
We propose to use a simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) algorithm to
track the TRUS probe while dynamically detecting, mapping, and correcting the EM
field distortions.
Methods Combining the motion model of the tracked probe, the observations made
by a few redundant EM sensors, and the field distortions map, the SLAM algorithm
1
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relied on an extended Kalman filter (EKF) to estimate the tracking measurements.
The SLAM technique was experimentally validated in a brachytherapy suite. Tracking of the TRUS probe was performed by means of an Ascension trakSTAR tracking
system and four EM sensors. In addition, an optical tracking system was employed
to provide a ground truth to our data. The performance of the SLAM technique was
analysed by varying pertinent parameters, such as the number of redundant measurements and the motion trajectory. Probe trajectories included longitudinal translation,
rotation, and freehand motions (consisting of simultaneous longitudinal translation
and rotation motions) in order to comprehensively simulate imaging scenarios. Finally, the accuracy of the SLAM estimations was compared with that of the standard
filtering methods provided by the manufacturer.
Results SLAM efficiently reduced position tracking errors up to 46.4% during freehand motions of the TRUS probe. Moreover, higher SLAM estimation accuracies
were observed as the number of redundant measurements increased. While both
translation and rotation motions did not yield a clinically significant trend on position tracking accuracy, orientation measurements were considerably improved during
translation of the TRUS probe.
Conclusion In an HDR brachytherapy scenario, the advanced SLAM technique was
effective in increasing the tracking accuracy of the TRUS probe. A higher number of
redundant sensors and optimum sensor configurations improved the SLAM estimations of EM measurements. In turn, SLAM can further encourage the introduction
of EM tracking assistance in HDR prostate brachytherapy procedures.
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Introduction

Prostate cancer is the most common cancer diagnosed for men in Canada – with an
estimated 23,600 new cases in 2014 – and the third principal cause of cancer death
for Canadian men [106]. If untreated, prostate cancer may metastasize, and become
life-threatening. Over the past two decades, high-dose-rate (HDR) brachytherapy has
become a widely accepted treatment for cancers as it offers excellent tumor control
while sparing normal tissue [83]. An HDR brachytherapy treatment involves implanting catheters inside the prostate; treatment planning is then generated, which consists
of determining the catheter positions with respect to clinical target volume, and optimizing the dwell times and positions within each catheter. Finally, a radioactive
source is inserted into the catheter, and is withdrawn by steps of a few millimeters to
deliver the dose prescribed during the treatment planning. Therefore, it is critical to
accurately reconstruct catheter paths with respect to the prostate gland. Failure to
do so may result in under-treating the tumor, and over-treating surrounding normal
tissue, putting at risk the bladder, rectum, and bowel [83].
Transrectal ultrasound (TRUS) imaging is conventionally employed to assist catheter
placement in prostate HDR brachytherapy procedures, as this method is inexpensive,
widely available, and offers real-time image acquisitions. During treatment planning,
catheters are manually identified on post-implantation images. Compared with a CTbased treatment planning approach, a TRUS-based technique allows for a prompt
treatment planning and dose delivery without requiring patient transportation between the procedure room and a planning CT room; catheter displacements [100] are
therefore minimized. While the TRUS imaging technique is known to generate sharp
enough images for prostate delineations [44], its efficacy in displaying the catheters
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is challenged by the echogenicity property of the latter. This shortcoming makes
catheter identifications time-consuming, subjective and challenging [6].
To overcome limitations of standard imaging techniques, complementary tracking has been proposed [6, 22, 23, 49, 51, 54, 60, 65, 114]. This alternative approach
consists of simultaneously tracking TRUS scan planes and catheters; in turn, the
reconstructed catheter paths can be overlaid on the TRUS images to enable thorough roadmaps of catheters’ trajectory with respect to the well-defined images of the
prostate gland.
Tracking of ultrasound probes has been introduced to further expand ultrasound
imaging capabilities to benefit challenging procedures. Applications include reconstruction of 3D volumes [5], incorporation of pre-operative imaging information [21],
overlays of tracked instruments, etc. Among diverse tracking technologies, probe
tracking may be achieved using optical and electromagnetic (EM) systems, which
are currently widespread in computer-aided interventions, or using the customized
encoders available in a few clinical setups. Encoders installed on some ultrasound
steppers can provide accurate information about the insertion depth and rotation of
the probe with respect to the stepper base. However, encoders do not provide full 6D
measurements, and cannot track other instruments. In turn, supplementary tracking systems, involving additional spatial and temporal calibrations, may be required.
Currently regarded as state-of-the-art tracking technology in computer assisted interventions, the major downside of optical trackers is the line-of-sight requirement
between the tracked probe and the cameras, which is difficult to maintain. Thus,
ultrasound probe tracking using the EM technology has been implemented in numerous studies [4, 5, 11, 31, 84], and in commercial products such as the Percunav
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system (Philips HealthCare, DA Best, The Netherlands) or the SonixGPS system
(UltraSonix, Richmond, British Columbia, Canada). The advantage of EM tracking
systems lies in their absence of line-of-sight restriction and their ability to embed sensors sufficiently small into a large range of instruments, such as HDR catheters. However, it has been shown that various clinical equipment, including ultrasound probes,
considerably interfere with the EM field and, in turn, deteriorate EM measurements
[32, 35, 77]. Unless compensated for, these EM field distortions may compromise the
success of the complete procedure.
EM measurement errors can be categorized as random and systematic errors.
Random errors can be minimized using conventional signal processing and filtering
methods, as illustrated on Figure 5.1(a). Although solutions have been proposed to
remedy systematic errors, compensation for those due to field distortions is challenging (Figure 5.1(b)). In fact, Kindratenko et al. have detailed a number of methods
to correct for systematic errors, such as polynomial fitting and neural networks [39].
The main drawback with these calibrations is their validity for a static environment
only. Any intra-procedural dynamic change – including the manipulation of instruments, table, monitor, lights, imaging device – could, in fact, not only invalidate the
calibration but also aggravate the tracking errors [75]. Furthermore, calibrations are
unique for each specific setup. In turn, the lengthy calibration should be repeated
inter-procedures, as slight changes in the setup would also impair the calibration. Sensor fusions, which provide redundant tracking measurements, have been extensively
proposed and implemented [28, 71]. While fusion-based methods may provide supplementary tracking information, they cannot compensate for systematic field distortion
errors and unnecessarily require additional components [75]. A number of filtering
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(b) Systematic errors

Figure 5.1: (a) Random errors, characterized by imprecise measurements around the
ground truth, can be minimized using conventional filters fusing the sensor observations. (b) Systemtic errors (biased measurements), cannot be
compensated by simply fusing the EM observations
methods can also be found in the literature [70]; while they are generally robust and
have a positive impact on reducing measurement uncertainties, tracking errors could
be further reduced by dynamically detecting and adequately compensating for the
EM field distortions.
In this paper, we propose to improve TRUS probe tracking by means of a simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) algorithm. The SLAM algorithm employs
a few redundant EM sensors attached to the TRUS probe in order to assess, map,
and compensate for the EM field distortions. Combining the motion model of the
tracked probe, the redundant EM observations, and the relative location of the sensors, the SLAM algorithm provides robust and accurate estimations of the location
of the tracked instrument and the field distortions map, as illustrated on Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: SLAM system block diagram. The inputs of the SLAM process are: the
motion model of the TRUS probe, the EM sensor measurements, the
measurement uncertainty, and some spatial parameters representing the
relative locations of the EM sensors.
This method has been successfully employed in various applications [26, 56] and
recently introduced for EM instrument tracking in computer assisted interventions
[75, 76]. If successful, this method would make applicable complementary EM tracking to ultrasound-guided HDR prostate brachytherapy, resulting in both a drastic
shortening of the treatment planning time and an enhanced treatment delivery.

5.2

Materials and methods

The performance of EM tracking a TRUS probe can be significantly improved through
an extended Kalman filter (EKF) based SLAM algorithm and a minimum of one redundant EM sensor. Two steps are then required: first, quantifying the setup parameters, and second, performing the simultaneous tracking and calibration processes.
We followed the description of the SLAM process as in [76], and determined the necessary inputs to SLAM. For further detail, readers are referred to the publications
published in [75] and [76].
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Setup parameter quantification

Inputs to the SLAM algorithm include the spatial configuration between the EM
sensors, as well as their measurement uncertainties. These parameters were assessed
pre-operatively.
Spatial parameters
Four EM sensors were mounted on the TRUS probe in order to track an arbitrary target frame; the sensors’ measurements are, by default, expressed in the
coordinate frame {Ref } of the field transmitter. Furthermore, the probe was tracked
by a NDI Spectra optical system (Waterloo, Ontario, Canada) in order to provide
a ground truth to our experiments. As illustrated in Figure 5.3, the transformations

OP,Ref T

OP

from the optical marker’s frame {OP } to an optical tracker’s ref-

erence frame {OP, Ref } are provided by the optical tracking system. The spatial
parameters identify the relative transformations between each of the four EM sensor
frames {Si }, with i = 1, 2, 3, 4, and the target frame. For convenience, the target
frame was attached to that of the optical marker’s coordinate frame {OP }. The unknown transformations
Ref T

OP,Ref

Si T

OP

from the target {OP } to each sensor frame {Si }, and

from {OP, Ref } to {Ref }, as shown in Figure 5.3, are computed using

a well-established concurrent hand-eye calibration [89]. In turn, the establishement
of spatial parameters

Si T

OP

enables computation of the target’s pose via the EM

measurements using
Ref T

OP

=Ref T Si ·Si T OP

(5.1)

Finally, the transformation Ref T OP,Ref enables verification of the target’s pose via the
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Figure 5.3: Schematic of the experimental setup, with relevant coordinate systems
and transformations
ground truth measurements as

Ref T

OP

=Ref T OP,Ref ·OP,Ref T OP

(5.2)

For convenience in the notations, all EM measurements are now expressed in {Ref }.

Measurement uncertainty parameters
The uncertainty associated with each sensory observation needs to be provided
to the SLAM algorithm. An automated uncertainty assessment was conducted to
quantify the measurement uncertainty of an Ascension model 800 EM sensor. Two
robotic arms moved the sensor throughout the EM tracking volume in a research
environment with minimum field distortions. The ground truth was provided by the
NDI Spectra with submillimeter accuracy. A robust multilinear regression method,
described in [75], was employed in order to recover the measurement uncertainty
parameters.
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Motion model

The SLAM algorithm requires the motion model of the TRUS probe to be used in the
EKF, in addition to the EM measurements Z, as well as the measurement uncertainty
and spatial parameters defined in the earlier subsection.
The motion model describes the transition between each state X. At a discrete
time step k, the state Xk was defined by Sadjadi et al. [76] as:




Xk = pk qk ṗk wk

T

(5.3)

where p denotes the position vector, q the orientation (quaternion), ṗ the linear
velocity, and w the angular velocity. Similar to models used in Sadjadi et al. [76], a
general motion model was employed. In turn,








pk−1 + dt · ṗk−1

 pk  

  
 qk  exp (dt · φ(wk−1 )) · qk−1 

  

 =

 ṗ  
ṗk−1

 k 

  
wk−1
wk

(5.4)

with φ defined by:




 w× w
φ(w) = 1/2 

−wT 0

(5.5)

and the operator × is the vector cross product expressed as a skew-symmetric matrix.
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Experimental validation

An Ascension (Burlington, Vermont, U.S.A.) trakSTAR EM tracking system was
employed. Four EM sensors (model 800) were attached to the TRUS probe. Sensor
mounting configuration is roughly illustrated in Figure 5.3, where sensor #2, #3,
and #4 were placed approximately 25 mm, 56 mm, and 71 mm away respectively
from sensor #1. Data from this DC-based tracking system was collected using the
application Cubes, provided by the manufacturer, at a sampling rate of 60 Hz. Furthermore, the probe was tracked by the NDI Spectra in order to provide a ground
truth to our experiments. This optical system was controlled using the NDI Toolbox
software, and data was also collected at a sampling rate of 60 Hz. A spatial and a
temporal calibration between the EM system and the optical system were performed.
Additionally, a constant lag estimated in [75, 76] was also taken into consideration in
order to synchronize both tracking systems.
Experiments were conducted in an HDR brachytherapy suite where significant
field distorting objects surrounded the experimental setup, including the stepper and
the probe itself. In fact, to simulate a TRUS imaging procedure, the tracked probe
was rigidly maintained by a stepper mounted on a metallic stabilizer as displayed in
Figure 5.4. In order to image the prostate using either sequential axial sections (from
the base to apex) or a sagittal volume-based technique (from right to left), the probe
was translated along its longitudinal axis and rotated around the same longitudinal
axis. In addition, data was collected during freehand motions of the probe, consisting
of simultaneous translation and rotation displacements. Probe motions were reproduced 6 times in order to evaluate the repeatability in the accuracy of the sensors’
measurements and the SLAM estimations.
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Figure 5.4: Experimental setup: the TRUS probe is mounted on a stepper, and is
tracked using EM sensors. To provide a ground truth to our validation,
the probe is also tracked by an optical tracking system (camera on the
top right corner)
5.2.4

Performance analysis

The SLAM method was compared against the direct EM measurements using the
default filtering techniques provided by the manufacturer, namely the AC wide notch
and the DC adaptive filter. The performance of our SLAM method was further
investigated as a function of the amount of redundant sensory measurements.
Position tracking accuracy was determined by computing the Euclidean distance
between each position measurement and the corresponding ground truth. Similarly,
orientation tracking accuracy was calculated by computing the difference of angle
between each orientation measurement and its corresponding ground truth. The
RMS measurement accuracies, 95% confidence intervals (CI), as well as the RMS
precisions were computed. Finally, one-way ANOVA tests were performed in order
to statistically compare tracking performances.
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Table 5.1: EM TRUS probe tracking results. P stands for position while O stands
for orientation. Values are in millimeters and degrees

Freehand

Translation

Rotation

5.3

Accuracy
Precision
95% CI
Accuracy
Precision
95% CI
Accuracy
Precision
95% CI

Sensor #1

Sensor #2

Sensor #3

Sensor #4

SLAM filter

P

O

P

O

P

O

P

O

P

O

2.2
0.8
3.2
2.3
0.5
3.3
2.0
0.4
2.5

1.4
1.1
3.1
0.3
0.1
0.4
1.5
0.8
2.5

2.0
0.7
2.9
1.9
0.4
2.6
2.0
0.6
2.9

1.4
1.1
3.0
0.5
0.0
0.6
1.5
0.7
2.4

2.8
0.7
3.9
2.3
0.3
2.7
2.5
0.4
3.2

1.6
1.1
3.1
0.8
0.0
0.8
1.7
0.7
2.7

2.8
0.7
3.7
2.7
0.3
3.2
2.9
0.7
4.1

1.4
1.1
3.0
0.6
0.0
0.7
1.6
0.7
2.3

1.5
0.9
2.8
1.3
0.5
2.0
1.4
0.6
2.3

1.3
1.2
3.0
0.1
0.0
0.2
1.5
0.8
2.5

Results

The tracking performance was assessed using four model 800 sensors. Using the
manufacturer filters, tracking of freehand motions had RMS accuracies ranging from
2.0 to 2.8 mm and 1.4 to 1.6 deg. Tracking of the TRUS probe using the SLAM
technique was associated with RMS tracking errors of 1.5 mm and 1.3 deg; in turn,
SLAM enabled an increase of the estimation accuracy up to 46.4%.
Table 5.1 further lists tracking results as a function of TRUS probe translation and
rotation. Impacts by the translation and rotation of the TRUS probe on the position
measurement accuracies were not statistically significant (p = 0.10). Conversely,
orientation measurements were statistically improved during translation motions of
the TRUS probe, in contrast to rotation and freehand motions (p ≤ 0.01). Finally,
the repeatabilities in tracking accuracies ranged from 0.2 to 0.7 mm and 0.0 to 0.3 deg
using the manufacturer’s filters and the SLAM technique.
The number of redundant measurements significantly influenced (p ≤ 0.01) the
SLAM estimation performance of the position measurements. Indeed, the SLAM
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Figure 5.5: Errors (median, 25th and 75th percentiles, and extreme non-outlying errors) in the SLAM estimations of the TRUS probe position during a
freehand motion, as a function of the number of EM sensors, and their
mounting configurations relative to the sensor #1
performance improved as the number of sensor observations increased. Figure 5.5
depicts this phenomenon; as can be seen, the errors in the SLAM estimations generally
decreased as more sensor measurements became available.
The effect of sensor configuration on the SLAM performance is further characterized in Figure 5.5. Although estimation accuracies generally increased with the
number of redundant sensors, the mounting configuration of the sensors was also observed to significantly impact the SLAM efficiency to correctly track and compensate
for the field distortions. In fact, we observed higher estimation accuracies when the
sensors were located farther from each other (sensors #1, 4). Moreover, tracking the
target with three sensors poorly mounted (sensors #1, 2, 3) was more erroneous than
using two sensors optimally placed on the TRUS probe. Optimum configurations
were observed when the sensors were placed in a non-collinear way (sensors #1, 3, 4,
as well as sensors #1, 2, 3, 4).
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Discussion

EM tracking in ultrasound-guided HDR prostate brachytherapy holds great promise;
its benefits include increased treatment delivery accuracy and reduced procedure time,
while keeping the procedure uncomplicated to the clinicians [6]. However, TRUS scan
plane tracking using EM technology poses a major challenge. In fact, instruments
involved in typical HDR brachytherapy setups were shown to significantly distort
the EM field, and result in substantial tracking inaccuracies [32, 35, 77]. In this
study, we applied the SLAM algorithm to simultaneously track the TRUS probe and
dynamically map the field distortions.
The SLAM method was shown to significantly improve TRUS tracking accuracy
and precision. We observed that as more sensory observations were made, the tracking performance improved. In turn, mounting multiple redundant sensors can help
SLAM to accurately estimate the target location and create the field distortion maps.
Nevertheless, an optimized sensor configuration around the probe is also a key factor
to the SLAM performance. Indeed, a superior configuration of fewer sensors was
sometimes observed to be more valuable for accurate TRUS tracking than employing
a higher number of sensors with a poor configuration. Optimum configurations were
observed when the sensors were placed in a non-collinear way. This observation is
confirmed by the work of Fitzpatrick et al. [29], which showed that sensors’ configuration should, ideally, be centered around the target, and that, conversely, a sensor
configuration that is almost collinear will give rise to large target tracking errors.
SLAM heavily relies on EM field distortion detection and compensation to properly estimate the tracking measurements. Compared with the manufacturer’s filtering techniques which do not include any compensation for the field distortions,
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the SLAM approach increased TRUS probe tracking accuracy up to 46.4% during
freehand motions of the TRUS probe. In turn, reported results suggest that the
advanced approach integrating SLAM and EM tracking is promising and provides a
viable alternative when optical tracking is not possible.
EM tracking assistance in HDR prostate brachytherapy relies on concurrent tracking of the TRUS probe and catheter paths. In order to achieve this goal, a spatial
tolerance of 3 mm was suggested [91]. EM-based path reconstruction accuracies were
shown to be 1.9 mm [51]. In this work, EM tracking of the TRUS probe was experimentally validated for both the sequential axial sections and the sagittal volume-based
imaging techniques. Results showed that SLAM effectively reduced tracking errors
to 1.3 mm and 0.1 deg for the sequential axial sections imaging method, as well as
1.4 mm and 1.5 deg for the sagittal volume-based technique. Accordingly, the application of EM tracking assistance in HDR prostate brachytherapy procedures may
further be advanced using the SLAM method.

5.5

Conclusion

We demonstrated that the SLAM technique can effectively track the TRUS probe and
map EM field distortions. The high level of agreement between the SLAM estimations
and their corresponding ground truth confirmed that EM tracking assistance in HDR
prostate brachytherapy is feasible. Indeed, optimum sensor configurations enabled
the SLAM approach to accurately estimate the probe pose. In turn, our approach
integrating EM tracking with the SLAM technique can provide a viable alternative
when optical tracking, the gold standard in a plurality of computer assisted interventions, is not feasible. Compared to the conventional HDR prostate brachytherapy, the
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advanced method can enable shortened procedure times as well as increased overlay
accuracy of catheter paths on TRUS images.
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Chapter 6
Concluding Remarks

This final chapter provides a summary of the contributions and findings in this doctoral research; future research directions are also proposed.

6.1

Summary and Conclusions

Catheter path reconstruction is a necessary step in HDR prostate brachytherapy. To
overcome limitations of standard imaging modalities, EM tracking has been employed
to reconstruct and overlay HDR catheter paths on the TRUS images. However,
tracking errors pose a challenge in accurate path reconstruction and TRUS probe
tracking. Methods to accurately and robustly track catheter paths and TRUS probes
were developed in this thesis.

6.1.1

Electromagnetic tracking in surgical and interventional environments: usability study [52]

A complete characterization of an EM tracking system is necessary before its deployment within interventional procedures. In the first manuscript, the tracking performance variations of an EM system were assessed as the sensor was translated then
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rotated within a control, a clinical, a 3D CBCT, and CT scanner environments. In
order to independently quantify the variations of position and orientation uncertainties, plastic scaffolds – whose properties have a negligible effect on the EM field –
were designed and provided guidance of the sensor to repeatable poses. This work allowed us to identify optimum setup configurations, model measurement uncertainties,
characterize the impact of field distorting instruments on tracking error, and decide
whether the EM tracking technology is appropriate for a specific procedure. Improved
measurement accuracies were observed when the sensor was held along the vertical
axis of the field generator. It was recommended, in practice, to align this axis in
the direction where the most motion would be expected. Moreover, EM tracking was
found to be a promising tool for use in tumor therapy within clinical environments.

6.1.2

Improved electromagnetic tracking for catheter path reconstruction
in high-dose-rate brachytherapy [51]

The second contribution of this thesis, titled “Improved electromagnetic tracking
for catheter path reconstruction in high-dose-rate brachytherapy” enabled us to effectively enhance catheter path reconstructions by means of a specialized filtering
method; an EKF was employed, and combined the noisy EM position and orientation
observations with some prior knowledge of catheter paths, including the nonholonomic
motion constraint. In order to validate our approach, ten catheters were inserted with
a large range of curvatures in a phantom. Experiments were carried out on an HDR
brachytherapy suite. The advanced filter provided effective assistance to EM tracking
catheter paths, surpassed the efficacy of conventional filters, and was robust to both
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path curvature and sensor speed. Compared with conventional methods, reconstruction time can be shortened to 20 seconds for each catheter.

6.1.3

Robust electromagnetic tracking of ultrasound probes in high-doserate brachytherapy [50]

The final manuscript of this thesis, titled “Robust electromagnetic tracking of ultrasound probes in high-dose-rate brachytherapy”, tested a SLAM technique to accurately and robustly track ultrasound scan planes. In order to simultaneously track a
TRUS probe and map the EM field distortions, the SLAM algorithm incorporated the
motion model of the ultrasound probe with the observations of a few redundant EM
sensors. The spatial arrangement between the EM sensors was determined, and the
measurement uncertainty was analyzed prior to the experimental validation. In an
HDR brachytherapy suite, the performance of this method was evaluated by means
of four EM sensors. The high level of agreement between the SLAM estimations of
the probe pose, and the corresponding ground truth provided by an optical tracker,
demonstrated that the EM technology is adequate for this HDR prostate brachytherapy application. Although we observed that, as a general trend, the more sensors
mounted on the probe, the higher the tracking accuracy, only one redundant EM
sensor is sufficient to accurately overlay catheter paths on TRUS images.

6.2

Directions for Future Work

In the first manuscript of this thesis, a new, simple, reliable, and highly repeatable
protocol was advanced to independently quantify measurement uncertainties as a
function of pure sensor translation and rotation. This new method did not include
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robotic assistance to preclude any alteration of the EM magnetic field or potential influence from the environment. In turn, uncertainty assessments were time-consuming.
A new evaluation strategy – which can quickly investigate measurement uncertainty
without compromising the accuracy – could be promoted by researchers for standardized EM uncertainty assessments.
In the second and third manuscripts of this doctoral research, we presented novel
filters to effectively enhance catheter path reconstructions and TRUS probe tracking.
While initially intended for HDR prostate brachytherapy, the filters we advanced can
be applied to a plurality of procedures. While these techniques were successfully validated in the HDR suite, it would be helpful to test a real overlay of the catheter
reconstructions on the tracked ultrasound scan planes. To this end, it would be necessary to integrate both methods to a full HDR brachytherapy workflow, as described
in Chapter 4 and illustrated on Figure 4.1.
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